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This thesis examines two main methods to characterise the dynamic properties of 
magnetic thin film systems: transmission line perturbation and electrical methods. Firstly, 
using the transmission line perturbation method, we studied the magnetisation dynamics of 
NiFe films with and without stripe domains. Our results highlighted some of the unique 
features of stripe domains in these films, notably a field-dependent rotatable anisotropy field. 
Secondly, using the electrical detection of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) based on spin 
rectification effect (SRE), we demonstrated that both the dynamic magnetic properties and 
magneto-transport properties of magnetic films can be simultaneously detected and quantified 
accurately. We also propose a method to accurately separate SRE from inverse Spin Hall 
effect-induced voltages in NiFe/Pt bilayers. Finally, we extend the method for local electrical 
measurements of spin dynamics with a shorted-coaxial probe, and demonstrate how SRE can 
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 play integral roles in high frequency microwave devices today, 
insofar as having enormous applications ranging from information storage to communication 
devices. At microwave frequencies, due to the electronic screening effect, microwaves cannot 
permeate significantly more than the skin depth from the surface of a metallic film, a point 
which renders a thin film structure more suitable than bulk and is conveniently in line with 
the push for miniaturization in today's high-tech industry. The high frequency applicability of 
magnetic thin films is determined by both their static response, such as saturation 
magnetisation, static permeability and coercivity, as well as by their dynamic response, such 
as complex permeability and damping mechanisms. While their desired properties depend on 
the specific application, it is in general desirable to have a large saturation magnetisation, low 
coercivity, high permeability in a wide-frequency range as well as low damping. Crucially, a 
large ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency greater than a few gigahertz (GHz) is 
required in practice, since the dynamic magnetic response (positive, real permeability) falls 
off rapidly as the working frequency increases above FMR frequency.  
As such, an important research focus is the push for high zero-field FMR frequencies 
as well as its wide-band tunability while maintaining desirable static and dynamic magnetic 
properties. At the same time, magnetic damping which relates to relaxation timescales and 





 have been quite extensively studied over the 
past decades. Generally, both ferromagnetic alloys possess high saturation magnetisation 
(typically 10 kG for NiFe and 18 kG for FeCo) and relatively low intrinsic damping (around 




can also be easily tuned by manipulating the different magnetic anisotropies via various 
techniques such as oblique deposition, exchange bias and doping, and hence are attractive 
candidates for realizing low loss, wide-band tunable devices. Both ferromagnetic alloys have 
also been studied and well-utilized in spintronics research, particularly being used as spin 
current sources via spin pumping
15,16
 and spin Seebeck effect (SSE)
17
, and even as spin 
current detectors via the spin Hall effect (SHE)
18
. 
Driven by the need for tailoring magnetic properties to various microwave 
applications, it is also of high importance that sensitive and accurate methods for the high 
frequency characterisation of magnetic thin films are readily made available. Because the 
volume of the film is extremely small compared to that of the substrate, an accurate, sensitive 
and convenient characterisation technique can pose a significant challenge for the industry. 
Three main methods are currently employed for this purpose: pick-up coil method, 
transmission line perturbation method and electrical methods via magneto-resistance.  
The pick-up coil method
19
 mainly consists of detecting the flux linkage changes 
between a pick-up coil and another coil with a magnetic sample placed within, which requires 
inductive coupling between the sample and pickup coils. Unwanted effects from electric 
fields produces noise, while such long-distance inductive coupling is also highly susceptible 
to outside noise, thus is generally unsuitable for small samples and very thin films. This 
method is reliable and accurate at lower MHz frequencies, but becomes much less sensitive at 
higher GHz frequencies due to its large sizes leading to spurious resonance effects.  
In the transmission line perturbation method
20
, a magnetic sample placed near a 
transmission line changes its characteristic impedance perturbatively (keeping the 
propagation mode largely unchanged), this changes are measured by a vector network 




Planar transmission lines such as microstrip and coplanar waveguide (CPW) are mostly used 
for films on flat substrates, and allows for wide range frequency measurements limited only 
by the transmission line propagation characteristics. The sample-transmission line coupling 
and setup is usually more contained and compact than in a pick-up coil method,  and can thus 




 for measuring FMR has generated substantial research interest 
recently, due to its high sensitivity to magnetisation dynamics as well as having direct 
implications to many spintronics applications. It involves electric current-to-
magnetoresistance coupling, whereby an oscillating magnetisation at FMR results in an 
oscillating magneto-resistance which can be subsequently detected by means such as 
rectification with an ac current (spin rectification effect), which is the main theme of this 
thesis. Because the electric current is obviously totally confined within the conducting 
sample, this method is the most contained and compact in terms of vicinity noise elimination, 
and hence can be extremely sensitive to magnetisation dynamics. A further advantage of the 
electrical method is that the magneto-transport properties relating to the corresponding 
magneto-resistance such as anisotropic magneto-resistance
22
 (AMR) and anomalous Hall 
effect
23
 (AHE) can be simultaneously characterised simply by geometry considerations.  
In this dissertation, we will focus on the shorted microstrip perturbation method and 
the electrical method based on spin rectification effect (SRE) to investigate a variety of 
interesting magnetic systems, with a focus on their impact to the field of spintronics. In 
spintronics, where spin current phenomena mediated by conduction electrons is involved, 




and advantageous than inductive methods. We shall briefly describe the theory behind the 
above two methods below. 
 
1.1  Shorted microstrip perturabation method 
 
The shorted microstrip perturbation method is based on a homemade
20
 microstrip 
fixture developed in our lab that improves upon the reflection approach first proposed by 
Bekker et al
24
 in 2005. This one-port reflection approach is much simpler to analyze than the 
two-port, transmission approach. 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram
20
 showing the cross section of a shorted microstrip fixture used 
in the transmission line perturbation method 
 
The fixture consists of a brass casing acting as ground for the microstrip line with air 




the air gap between the line and ground, which changes the effective propagation constant of 
the microstrip transmission line. This changes the reflection coefficient measured by a 
network analyzer, from which the permeability of the film can be extracted via circuit 
analysis after contribution from the substrate is eliminated. The essential steps to obtain the 
frequency dependent complex permeability of the film are as follows. 
1. The microstrip fixture is first calibrated using the standard one-port short-load-
open-through (SLOT) calibration for a preset measurement frequency range. 
Following, the reflection coefficient 11 ( )
empS f  of the empty fixture at the port is 
measured, from which the effective permittivity of the transmission line shown in 
Figure 1.1 can be determined as 
2
11ln ( )















where f  is the measurement frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum, empl  and 
samplel  are the length of the empty and sample region respectively. i is 1 . 
2. The sample film on a substrate is then placed between the air gap and a static 
magnetic field is applied parallel to the microwave magnetic field (in-plane 
and perpendicular to the long-axis of the microstrip such that the film 
magnetisation is saturated parallel to the microwave magnetic field and 
therefore does not affect the effective permeability of the line. This sample can 
then be treated as consisting only of the substrate only, and the reflection 






measured, from which the corresponding effective permittivity can be 
calculated as  
 
2
11ln ( ) ( )
















3. The above static magnetic field is then removed and the reflection coefficient 
of the line loaded with flim and substrate 11 ( )
filmS f  is measured, from which 
the corresponding effective permeability of the line loaded with film and 
substrate can be obtained as 
 
2
11ln ( ) ( )
( ) . (1.3)
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4. Once ( )eff f  is found, the permeability of the film can be calculated as 




    
where K is a constant of the microstrip line obtained from calibration with a 
known sample and t is the film thickness. 
 
1.2  Spin rectification effect 
 
In addition to pick-up coil and transmission line perturbation methods, a recent 
phenomenon first discovered in 1960 by Juretschke
25
 and subsequently demonstrated with a 
coplanar waveguide
21




films. This phenomenon, called the spin rectification effect (SRE), essentially converts 
microwave into a dc current via second order ac current-to-magnetoresistance coupling near 
FMR. In a ferromagnetic metal with conductivity σ and saturation magnetisation sM  
subjected to an electric field E

 and magnetic field H

, the current density J

 within can be 
described by the generalized Ohm's Law 
      2 . (1.5)HE AHE
s





     
        
   
Here, AHER  is the anomalous Hall coefficient, HER  is the ordinary Hall coefficient and   is 
the change of resistivity due to anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR). M

 is the 
instantaneous magnetisation. In the presence of a microwave of angular frequency ω and 








 are all time-dependent quantities: 
0( ) ( )J t J j t 
  
, ( ) ( )E t e t
 
, 0( ) ( )H t H h t 
 
, 0( ) ( )M t M m t 
  
, where  j t

 is the 
microwave current,  e t

 is the microwave electric field,  h t

 is the microwave magnetic 
field and  m t

 is the dynamic magnetisation. Since only even order product coupling 
between two time-dependent quantities can result in a dc current, we may keep only second 
order time-dependent terms in equation (1.5), leading to a dc current density
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 where ...  denotes a time-average over a period 2 π / ω . Equation (1.6) tells us 
quantitatively that by virtue of the coupling between a microwave current j

 and the 




due to the precessional motion of spins induced by the microwave field h

, a dc current can 
result. It is important to note that the dc current due to SRE is only observable in thin films 
below the thickness of microwave skin depth s  since microwave fields decay exponentially 
as thickness increases, which results in regions with zero microwave fields shunting the SRE 




 is sensitive to both FMR (due to its dependence on ( )m t

 ) as well as the magneto-
transport properties of the material, specifically AMR and AHE, and therefore can be an 
effective way to simultaneously measure its dynamic magnetic and magneto-transport 
properties. Furthermore, SRE is a phase-sensitive phenomenon, since the product coupling of 
two time-dependent quantities is strongly dependent on their relative phases. As a simple 
illustration, the coupling of two sinusoidal quantities phase-shifted by ζ leads to 
 1cos( )cos( ) cos(2 ) cos( )2t t t         , where the first term time-averages to zero 
while the second dc term is clearly phase-dependent.  
In recent years, SRE has been used as a very sensitive tool to electrically detect FMR, 
spin waves
26
 and domain wall resonances
27
. Its phase sensitive nature also allows the 
fundamental phase relation between spin dynamics and microwaves to be directly probed, as 
demonstrated in an interferometry experiment
28
. Nonlinear effects due to FMR
29,30
 and 
microwave-assisted magnetisation reversal (MAMR)
31
 can also be sensitively studied via 
SRE, while its sensitivity to field configurations even allows it to be used as a rf field 
detector
32
. However, SRE can be undesirable in certain situations, particularly in the field of 
spintronics involving the electrical detection of spin phenomena such as dc spin pumping, 
spin Hall effect (SHE) and spin transfer torque (STT), in which SRE may mix with the 




interest, often via geometry considerations since SRE is highly dependent on field 
configurations, and can be particularly cumbersome to achieve. The issue of separating SRE 
and spin Hall voltages will be discussed and investigated thoroughly later on in this thesis. 
 
1.3 Comparison of the accuracy and sensitivity of transmission line 
perturbation and electrical methods 
 
In terms of accuracy and sensitivity, the electrical method for magnetic film 
characterisation is expected to be significantly better than the transmission line perturbation 
method. This is mainly because the latter is much more susceptible to noise: any slight 
disturbance along the transmission line (ie. nearby objects placed a few centimetres away) 
can produce capacitative, inductive and resistive noise that can signifcantly affect the 
measured S-parameters. Furthermore, as described in section 1.1, the transmission line 
perturbation method involves a lot more steps (due to the need to eliminate spurious signals 
from substrates) to extract the signal of interest (i.e permeability) therefore has more room for 
errors, compared to just one measurement step to measure the voltage in the electrical method 
from which the magnetic information can be directly extracted. The electrical method has no 
such issues on outside noise elimination since the current is totally confined within the 
sample, and is also compatible with lock-in measurement techniques that can further reduce 
noise and enhance sensitivity. However, one obvious drawback of the electrical method is 
that it cannot characterize non-conducting samples. 
 





Throughout this thesis, the dynamic magnetic properties of various magnetic thin film 
structures are studied via the above two methods. It is therefore important to first understand 
the theory governing magnetisation dynamics in films. In this section, we present the theory 
of FMR for ferromagnetic thin films modelled via the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) 
equation, from which the dynamic susceptibility can be obtained. For a sample with 
magnetisation M

 subjected to an effective field H

 (which may include anisotropy and 
demagnetizing fields etc), the evolution of M













where γ is the gyromagnetic constant and α is the Gilbert damping constant describing the 
longitudinal relaxation that brings M

 towards equilibrium. sM  is the saturation 
magnetisation. This relaxation mechanism represents the decay of spin precession due to 
energy dissipation to the lattice via spin-orbit coupling. For a thin film sample lying in the 
ˆ ˆx z  plane, with an effective static field 0 0 ˆH H z

 along zˆ  and dynamic microwave 
excitation field ˆ ˆ ˆ( 4 )i t i t i tx y y zh h e x h e m y h e z
     

 so that the total effective field 
0H H h 
 
, equation (1.7) can be linearized as (assuming the dynamic components of M

 
follow a time-dependence of 
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where m sM  , 0x H   and 0( 4 )y sH M    . Note that in deriving (1.8), only terms 
first order in the dynamic quantities h and m are kept. Since equation (1.8) is of the form  
1m h  

, the dynamic susceptibility   can be obtained directly by matrix inversion as  
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The FMR condition can be obtained directly from (1.9) if one set the denominator to zero 
so that   diverges, which leads to (for 1  ) the FMR frequency 0 x y    that is 
exactly the famous Kittel's equation
33
. In order to obtain the 0H  field-dependent 
susceptibility spectra in a simple form, we shall make the following substitutions and 
approximations: 
1. 04 sM H  . This approximation is valid since the external field 0H  applied within our 
experimental settings is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the saturation 
magnetisation 4 sM  of the ferromagnetic films studied.  
2. 1  . Clearly valid since typical intrinsic damping constants for metallic ferromagnetic 
films are of the order of 0.01. 
3. The following substitutions define the FMR field rH  and linewidth H , and the applied 






















From the above, after much straightforward simplification, the dynamic susceptibility   in 
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 are, 
respectively, the asymmetric (dispersive) and symmetric (Lorentzian) lineshapes with 





. Equation (1.11) therefore completely describes the linear response of 
the dynamic magnetisation under an excitation microwave magnetic field, with parameters 
rH , H  and 4 sM  which fully encompass the dynamic magnetic properties of the film.  
 
1.5  Objectives and outline of the thesis 
  
 In this thesis, we studied a variety of magnetic thin film systems using transmission 
line perturbation method and electrical detection of FMR to demonstrate their viability in 
characterising the various systems. The characterisation method chosen for each of the 
magnetic systems presented depends largely on its suitability and the sensitiveness of the 
sample to the measurement method. However, the bulk of this thesis focuses on the electrical 
/yyA H 




method for FMR detection using a variety of measurement fixtures developed in our lab, 
mainly due to its higher sensitivity and compatibility with spin electronics. The outline of this 
thesis and its specific objectives are as follows.  
In Chapter 2, we first studied a series of NiFe films via transmission line perturbation 
method to investigate the influence of stripe domains to their magnetic properties, with the 
objective of elucidating the behaviour of the rotatable anisotropy field associated with stripe 
domains as well as their damping characteristics. 
Once the transmission line perturbation technique is made clear, we detail in Chapter 
3 the electrical technique detect and quantify, via SRE, both the dynamic magnetic and 
magneto-transport properties of obliquely-sputtered FeAlSi films simultaneously. We 
characterise the oblique angular dependence of the various magnetic properties of the films.  
Due to the compatibility of the electrical method with spin current phenomena, we 
also, in Chapter 4, develop and demonstrate a systematic method to separate the spin Hall 
effect from SRE in NiFe/Pt films to accurately determine the spin Hall angle of Pt. This 
addresses the issue of separating SRE from spin-current related signals of interest in 
spintronics systems. 
In Chapter 5, we shall extend the electrical method of FMR measurement further by 
designing a coaxial probe that allows for the localized electrical excitation and detection of 
spin dynamics. The feasibility of this localized technique is demonstrated by performing 
measurements on a YIG substrate patterned with NiFe and Pt films to detect and characterise 
the YIG spin wave modes.  
Finally, Chapter 6 further extends the capability of the electrical technique by 




originating from YIG spin waves in a bulk YIG substrate. The detection mechanism is based 
on SRE within a NiFe layer deposited on the YIG which is mediated by the dipolar fields due 
to excited YIG spin waves.  
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2 Magnetisation dynamics in NiFe films with stripe 
domains 
2.1  Introduction 
 
The static and high frequency properties of soft magnetic films such as NiFe and 
FeCo also exhibit a dependence on film thickness, with applications ranging from Micro-
Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
1
 for thick films (up to few microns) to high density 
data storage
2
 for thin films (tens of nanometres). For most applications, excellent soft 
magnetic properties such as high saturation magnetisation and permeability are usually 
desired.  
One cumbersome issue limiting the applicability of soft magnetic films stems from 
the formation of stripe domains
3
 in thicker films, which can drastically affect its soft 
magnetic properties as well as introducing unwanted losses via magnetic hysteresis and 
increased damping from eddy losses. Since its discovery in the 1960s
3-5
, magnetic stripe 
domain formation in films such as NiFe and FeCo alloys have been extensively studied to 
elucidate its character, focusing mainly on its static magnetic properties
3-8
 due to its relevance 
to most applications such as magnetic recording and data storage. More recently, the focus of 
research in stripe domain films have shifted towards the understanding of its dynamic 
magnetic properties
8-12
 in the microwave regime. One key finding of such dynamic studies is 
that the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency is sharply up-shifted in the presence of 
stripe domains, which is attributed to an anisotropy field that is isotropic and rotatable with 
the stripe direction. While the appearance of the rotatable anisotropy and stripe domains is 
known to be correlated, a clear qualitative relationship between these stripe domain structures 
and the rotatable anisotropy field values is still lacking. Furthermore, as the magnitude of this 




present, a better understanding of their relationship will also allow for the potential control of 
this rotatable anisotropy for tunable microwave applications.  
Till now, interesting dynamic phenomena associated with stripe domain structures are 
still being discovered and explored. In particular, the multiple-peak behaviour in the FMR 
spectra of stripe domain NiFe films have recently
10
 been characterised and interpreted in 
terms of localised domain modes depending on the rf pumping field orientation. The presence 
of multiple excitation modes clearly illustrates the highly unsaturated nature of such films, 
which could have significant extrinsic contributions to magnetic damping that have yet been 
well-characterised.  
The above yet unaddressed issues provides the main motivation for this work, where 
we have conducted a comparative study on NiFe films of various thicknesses to investigate 
the dynamic response of the magnetic films to the in-plane static magnetisation process. We 
find that the rotatable anisotropy field is not a fixed value but varies strongly with the in-
plane static applied field which is quantitatively related to the formation of stripe domains. 
Also, the frequency linewidth spectra for films with stripe domains show three distinct 
regimes as the static magnetic field is swept, being correlated to the static magnetisation 
process and the interplay between the dynamic anisotropy field and static applied field.  
 
2.2  Theoretical Background 
 
In a magnetic thin film, the magnetisation lie predominantly in-plane and a large out-
of-plane magnetic field of the order of the saturation magnetisation is usually required to tilt 
the magnetisation completely out of plane. This is due to the strong out-of-plane 




that the magnetic field must be continuous across a boundary. As a simple illustration (Figure 
2.1), suppose that the magnetisation in a thin film with permeability μ and saturation 
magnetisation 4 sM  were to lie out of plane, then the internal field in the out-of-plane 
direction would be 4 sB M . If no external field is applied, B = 0 outside the film. 
Therefore, a B field discontinuity would have occurred at the boundary of the film, violating 
∇ ⋅ B = 0. This means that an internal demagnetizing field dH  must be present that exactly 
cancels the field produced by sM , so that the internal field 4 0s dB M H    can be 
matched to the external field at the boundary.  
 
Figure 2.1 Cross section view of the magnetic field B

 within and outside of a film whose 
magnetisation lies out-of-plane. 
 
Thus, in order to align the magnetisation out of plane, a large out-of-plane field 
4d sH H M   must be applied to counter this demagnetizing field, which can be up to 
1kG for Permalloy (NiFe) or 1.8kG for FeCo so that under normal conditions, the 
magnetisation of a thin film always lies in plane. 
In view of the large demagnetizing field which arises in a thin film geometry that tend 
to align the magnetisation in-plane, the presence of strong perpendicular (out-of-plane) 
anisotropy pK , whose origin can be magneto-crystalline and/or stress anisotropy
10,13
, can 




may have a significant out-of-plane component even in the absence of any external field. This 
often leads to the formation of peculiar domain structures characterised by periodic stripes 
aligned along the anisotropy/external field or even maze-like patterns for large perpendicular 
anisotropy. These stripe domains, which can be directly imaged using a Magnetic Force 
Microscope (MFM), represents a periodic arrangement of alternating in-plane and out-of-
plane magnetisations. The extent of the stripe domain structures can be characterised by the 
quality factor
4 2/ 2p sQ K M , being the ratio of perpendicular anisotropy to shape 
anisotropy. The shape anisotropy is the result of the demagnetizing field that tend to counter 
the perpendicular anisotropy. If Q ≥ 1, the magnetisation lies predominantly out-of-plane to 
form maze-like stripe structures. For intermediate values of Q, stripe domains structures are 
only energetically favourable above a certain critical film thickness ct . 
 
2.3  Experimental details 
 
 We fabricated a series of NiFe films with thicknesses ( NiFet ) ranging from 35 nm to 
525 nm on Si (100) substrates, via rf magnetron sputtering at room temperature. The base 
chamber pressure is about 
77 10  Torr, with Ar pressure kept at 32 10  Torr during 
deposition. A capping layer of SiO2 (~10 nm) is then deposited on top of each NiFe film to 
protect against oxidation. A magnetic field of ~200 Oe is also applied to induce a small 
uniaxial anisotropy in the films. The thickness of each layer is controlled by the deposition 
time and rate, and verified by a thickness profile meter with a resolution of ~1 nm. After 
deposition, a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) is used to measure the hysteresis loops 
of the samples at room temperature. The static magnetic topology of the samples is also 




spectra of the films are also measured by a homemade microstrip fixture via a Vector 
Network Analyser (VNA), from which the dynamic hysteretic behaviour of the FMR 
frequency and linewidth is characterised. 
 
2.4  Results and Discussion 
2.4.1  Determining the critical thickness for stripe domains in NiFe films 
 
In this section, the critical thickness for the appearance of stripe domains in our NiFe 
films is determined based on measurement results and analysis. We first present the 
hysteresis loops of a few representative NiFe films with various thicknesses in Figure 2.2. 
From Figure 2.2, we see that for tNiFe=35, 100 nm, the hysteresis loops are typical of films 
with uniaxial anisotropy in which square loops and slanted loops are obtained along the easy 
and hard axes respectively. For films thicker than 170 nm ( tNiFe=170, 230 nm in Figure 2.2), 
the loops for both easy and hard axes become indistinguishable with each other, acquiring a 
distinct shape characterised by a marked decrease in magnetisation from saturation value as 
the field decreases and a non-zero remanence. Such hysteresis loops are unique
8
 to films with 
stripe domains. When the in-plane applied field is large, all domains are saturated and the 
magnetisation points in the field direction and reaches saturation. As the field decreases 
below a certain value Hs, stripe domains starts to form, with the stripes being aligned in the 
field direction. Within each stripe, a significant number of spins are canted out-of-plane such 
that the in-plane magnetisation is reduced so that even when the field reaches zero, the stripe 
domains still retain some in-plane magnetisation. (Figure 2.2c inset) The superposing of the 




coercivity is also seen to be much larger for flims with stripe domains for tNiFe=170, 230 nm, 
usually implying that the anisotropy has increased.  
























































Figure 2.2 Normalised M-H hysteresis curves as measured by VSM for (a) tNiFe=35 nm, (b) 
tNiFe=100 nm, (c) tNiFe=170 nm and (d) tNiFe=230 nm. Inset (c): The proposed magnetic 
domain structures within the film at the corresponding magnetisation states. 
 
As noted in M-H measurements, tNiFe=170nm is the thickness above which stripe 
domains start to appear. This is also well-supported by atomic force microscopy and 
magnetic force microscopy results, as weak stripe domains can be seen in the corresponding 
MFM image presented in Figure 2.3 (b) below. As the film thickness increases, the stripe 
domain structures widen and become more pronounced, as seen in Figure 2.3 (d) for 
tNiFe=340nm. For films with thicknesses below 170nm, MFM measurements reveal no 




indicating that the films are smooth and of good quality. Our smaller-area scans also reveal 
no significant difference between the grain sizes of films with no stripe domains (100 nm) 
and those with stripe domains (>170 nm), thus the difference in magnetic properties are not 






Figure 2.3 Atomic force microscopy image of the physical topology of a 5µm by 5µm area of 
the (a) 170nm thick NiFe film and (c) 340 nm thick NiFe film and their corresponding 
magnetic force microscopy image of the same area (b) and (d) respectively. 
 
Subsequently, once the static magnetic properties of the films have been 
characterised, we turn to its dynamic properties as determined from our permeability 
measurements. The imaginary part of the permeability for tNiFe=100nm is shown in Figure 2.4 




linewidth Df can be determined from a lorentzian fit to its peak position and width 
respectively. The FMR frequency and linewidth generally increases with applied field in 
accordance with theory, as can be seen from Figure 2.4. Comparing across film thicknesses, 
we observe that the zero-field ffmr increases drastically from about 0.7 GHz to 1.5 GHz as 
tNiFe increases above 170 nm. (Figure 2.5(a)) The coercivity is also seen to exhibit the same 
behaviour at tNiFe=170 nm, increasing sharply from nearly zero to more than 10 Oe. (Figure 
2.5(b)) These drastic changes in magnetic properties at tNiFe=170nm points to a magnetic 
transition at 170nm due to the formation of stripe domains. Therefore, we conclude that 
tNiFe=170±30nm is the critical thickness for the formation of stripe domains in our NiFe films.  
















































Figure 2.4 For tNiFe=100nm, the imaginary part of the magnetic permeability as a function of 
frequency as measured using a shorted microstrip fixture, under various applied static 
magnetic fields from 85 to 0 Oe. Inset shows the real and imaginary parts of the permeability 
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Figure 2.5 (a) FMR frequency under zero applied static magnetic field and (b) coercivity as a 
function of NiFe film thicknesses. 
 
2.4.2  Characterisation of the rotatable anisotropy field 
 
 As noted in literature, the formation of stripe domains is often associated with the 
appearance of a peculiar form of anisotropy called the rotatable anisotropy. This rotatable 
anisotropy appears to only manifests
14,15
 itself in dynamic measurements such as FMR, as 
static measurements such as M-H loops are unable to reveal its existence. This rotatable 
anisotropy is said to lead to the large increase in zero-field FMR frequency as well as the 
coercivity in films with stripe domains. It has been suggested
14
 that a small transverse ac field 
can lead to this rotatable anisotropy, due to the dragging of spins by this ac field away from 
the stripe direction that increases the magnetic free pole energy in the volume. However, the 
experiments in Ref. [14] were done at much lower frequencies of ~10
3
 Hz, thus, a 
quantitative analysis of this rotatable anisotropy field at much higher microwave frequencies 




external static field can be varied continuously and applied along various in-plane angular 
orientations within the film while the permeability is measured. This allows us to obtain a 
comparative study of the variations of the dynamic magnetic properties in response to the 
static magnetisation process in films with stripe domains.  
 From the permeability spectra obtained, we can determine the FMR frequency ffmr as 
a function of applied field H for various in-plane angles θ, where θ is measured from the easy 
axis. This is described by the following Kittel‟s formula  
   4 (2.1)
2
dyn




   , 
where dynkH  is the dynamic anisotropy field and M is the macroscopic magnetisation in the 
direction of H. In our experimental settings, 4 M H   since the magnetisation for all cases 
are saturated to ~10kG or nearly saturated even with stripe domains. Thus, equation (2.1) can 












   
Figure 2.6(a) shows a plot of ffmr
2
 against H for two representative films with (tNiFe=170nm) 
and without (tNiFe=100nm) stripe domains. We see that the plots for both films only deviates 
when H decreases below the saturation field Hs for stripe domains in the tNiFe=170nm film. 
To explain the difference in ffmr
2
 behaviour between the two films, we make use of equation 
(2.2), noting that the magnetisation processes for each film are different. (Figure 2.2) For 
tNiFe=100nm, M is nearly constant at ~10kG as H decreases to zero. For tNiFe=170nm, M does 
not stay constant but starts to decrease from saturation as H decreases below Hs, reaching a 




clearly not constant when stripe domains appear, which may account for the difference in 
behaviour between the two plots. We argue that equation (2.2) holds even when M becomes 
unsaturated, since in the macroscopic picture even when M cants out-of-plane, the direction 
of M perpendicular to the transverse microwave magnetic field still contributes to FMR. 
Then, a quick deduction using equation (2.2) shows that ffmr
2
 should decrease with decreasing 
M, contrary to what was observed for tNiFe=170nm in Figure 2.2 where ffmr
2
 is observed to 
increase instead with decreasing M as H decreases below Hs. Thus, the decrease in M for 
tNiFe=170nm is not a significant cause for the deviation between the two plots. We 
quantitatively prove this point by calculating, based on equation (2.1), ffmr
2
 for tNiFe=170nm 
(Figure 2.6(a), dotted line) based on known values of M (taken from VSM results), H, and 
Hk
dyn
, assuming that Hk
dyn
 is constant.  Note that Hk
dyn
 can be fitted from the linear part of the 
ffmr
2
 against H plot, where M is saturated. Clearly, the calculated curve and experimental data 
do not fit when H<Hs when stripe domains starts to form. This points us towards the role of 
Hk
dyn
 in stripe domains films, suggesting that its value does not stay constant throughout the 
demagnetisation process by the decreasing applied field H. 




 is given 
by 
  
We plot the variation of Hk
dyn
 with H as obtained using experimental data with 
equation (2.3) in Figure 2.6(b) for tNiFe=170nm and tNiFe=100nm. For tNiFe=170nm, we can see 
that Hk
dyn
 is nearly linearly increasing with decreasing H for H<Hs but stays almost constant 

















associated with stripe domains, which we can quantify by further performing an angular FMR 
measurement with H applied various angles θ. The measured angular dependence of Hk
dyn
 is 
shown in Figure 2.6(c) for various applied fields, where a clear sinusoidal behaviour is seen, 
with the plots also shifting isotropically upwards towards higher Hk
dyn
 as H decreases from 80 
to 0 Oe. The sinusoidal behaviour stems from uniaxial anisotropy Hk
sta
, while we attribute the 
isotropic shift to be due to rotatable anisotropy Hrot. Thus, we can quantify the anisotropies 
by fitting the plots to cos2dyn stak rot kH H H   , which is in good agreement with 
experimental data. Figure 2.6(d) shows Hrot , derived from such a fitting procedure, as a 
function of H. For films with stripe domains (tNiFe=170, 230nm), it is evident that Hrot follows 
the same trend as Hk
dyn
 in Figure 2.6(c), being drastically increased as H decreases below Hs. 
This shows that Hrot varies strongly with H below Hs while the static uniaxial anisotropy Hk
sta
 
stays constant. When H>Hs, Hrot is seen to saturate at around 9 and 13 Oe for tNiFe=170nm 
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Figure 2.6(a) Plot of ffmr
2
 against H for two representative films with (170nm) and without 
(100nm) stripe domains. (b) Variation of Hk
dyn
 with H for tNiFe=100, 170 and 230nm. (c) For 
tNiFe=170nm, the angular dependence of Hk
dyn
 with θ for various H. (d) Dependence of Hrot 
with H for tNiFe=170 and 230nm. Adapted with permission from Ref. [16]. 
 
 From the analysis above, it is clear that Hrot is quantitatively associated with stripe 
domain films and can be suppressed by increasing the applied field above saturation. This 
points to a competition between the in-plane field H and the perpendicular anisotropy, such 
that when H is high enough to decouple the magnetisation from the influence of 
perpendicular anisotropy, the film becomes saturated and stripe domains disappears. As such, 
it should be expected that the saturation field Hs is proportional to the perpendicular 
anisotropy Hp which was consistent with that given by Murayama‟s model
4
 as  
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2.4.3  Damping behaviour of NiFe films with and without stripe domains 
  
































































 = 100 nm
 
Figure 2.7(a) f  as H decreases from positive to negative (opposite direction) for 
tNiFe=100nm (with stripe domains) and tNiFe=170nm (without stripe domains), where the 
transition regions can be clearly seen. 
 
The field-dependent behaviour of f  for a representative film without stripe domains 
(tNiFe=100nm) and for a film with stripe domains (tNiFe=170nm) shows categorically different 
behaviours. (Figure 2.7) For films without stripe domains f  is seen to vary smoothly with 
H and increases sharply as H tends to zero. For films with stripe domains, f  exhibit abrupt 
changes with H and reaches a minimum as H tends to zero. For both films, at the coercivity 
field Hc where the magnetisation flips, f  shoots up to a maximum.  





















     
where   and 
0H  are the Gilbert damping constant and inhomogeneous linewidth
17
 
respectively. The second term in (2.6) represents the intrinsic Gilbert damping which is linear 
in frequency ffmr. The first term 0H  consists of mainly (for this case) frequency-independent 
contribution due to local linewidth broadening as a result of an overlap of local precession 
linewidths of individual magnetic grains dispersed in magnetic anisotropy and magnetisation.  
 Thus, by comparing (2.1), (2.5) and (2.6), one can explain the observed behaviours of 
f . For tNiFe=100nm, the gradient of f vs H plot ( f H  ) is clearly increased at low H~20 
Oe (Figure 2.8(a)). From (2.5), since f is proportional to f H  , f  thus increases 
accordingly at low H. (Figure 2.8(d)) Furthermore, an additional contribution to the increase 
in f  here is likely due to the increase in 0H  at lower field where the magnetic dispersion 
is more pronounced. By the magnetic ripple theory, the mean angular variation   of the 
magnetisation along the easy axis varies
18-20




 . This means that   starts to 
increase significantly whenever H<Hk
dyn
, and this increased magnetisation dispersion further 
results in an increase in f . This is consistent with our observed results (Figure 2.7(a) and 
2.8(d)), where f is seen to increase sharply just as H decreases below Hk
dyn
. At higher H, 





 To explain the behaviour of f  for the film with stripe domains (tNiFe=170nm), we 
first note that the plot of ffmr against H exhibits linear behaviour with two distinct gradients 
f H   in the regions when H>Hs and H<Hs (Figure 2.8(b)). We may fit the slopes in these 
two regions H>Hs and H<Hs to obtain the gradients as 
7 1
1 1.21 10  Hz Oek
   and 
7 1
2 1.45 10  Hz Oek
   respectively. Clearly, k1 is smaller than k2. We can then deduce from 
(2.5) based on the gradients k1 and k2 that the f  variation with H would also show distinct 
gradients for these two regions of H, which is indeed consistent with that observed in Figure 
2.8(e). The transition from saturated state to stripe domains at Hs is thus shown to be strongly 
manifested in both the ffmr and f  plots, which can be explained quite quantitatively using 
equations (2.1), (2.5) and (2.6). As discussed earlier, the stripe domain transition at Hs causes 
drastic changes in the magnitude of the in-plane magnetisation state M as well as inducing an 
additional rotatable anisotropy Hrot. The stripe domain transition therefore manifests in the 
ffmr and f  through changes in M and Hrot.  
In addition to this transition at Hs, we also see that f  abruptly increases as H 
decreases below 40 Oe, while maintaining the same gradient. We note that this transition at 
H~40 Oe is close to the value of Hk
dyn
 which we have found earlier from Hrot measurements, 
thus reinforcing the earlier point that the magnetisation dispersion is significantly increased 
when H<Hk
dyn
 thus causing f  to increase as well. However, since the Gilbert damping and 
f H   stays constant, the gradient of f  stays constant as well at this point. This f  
transition at 
dyn
kH H  is much more abrupt than the corresponding one for tNiFe=100nm 
where stripe domains are absent, thus stripe domains may have an interesting contribution to 
magnetisation dispersion at low fields which is yet unclear at this point. Lastly, the ffmr and 




2.8(c), showing similar features whereby f  shows distinct regions which are correlated 
with f H   and Hk
dyn
. In particular, we see that a change in f H   at H~95 Oe is marked 
by a corresponding change in the gradient of f  versus H plot. An abrupt increase in f  is 
also seen when dynkH H .  
As discussed in Youssef et al
21
, the frequency linewidths f  for all the films are 
observed to decrease drastically with increasing film thickness when stripe domains are 
formed. (i.e f  decreases from 0.28 to 0.2GHz when tNiFe increases from 170nm to 230nm at 
H=0) However, despite having different values at H=0, f  increases to roughly the same 
value of 0.39GHz as H~Hs, which is consistent with the fact that once saturated, the 
magnetisation state of the films are similar and therefore their damping properties should be 
the same.  
The above discussion thus far treats the magnetisation in the macroscopic picture 
whereby only the average magnetisation in a specific direction is considered, which is 
reasonable since only a single resonance mode is observed in the permeability spectra in our 
experimental setting. However, as also pointed out
21
 , the appearance of multiple modes and 
their interactions in film with stripe domains may also contribute some of the above 
observations when H<Hs. Such multiple resonance modes are not observed in our analysed 
films, which is likely due to the fact that they are close to the critical thickness for stripe 












































































































Figure 2.8 ffmr and f  as a function of H, on the same scale for comparison, for various films. 
Blue arrows represent the direction of change of H. Adapted with permission from Ref. [16]. 
 
2.5  Conclusion 
  
 In this chapter, we have measured, using a shorted microstrip transmission line 
perturbation method, the high frequency permeability spectra for a series of NiFe films with 
and without stripe domains, over a range of film thicknesses from 35-525nm. We have 
identified that the critical thickness for the formation of stripe domains in our films is 170nm, 
based on both static and dynamic measurements. From the results, we have demonstrated that 
the formation of stripe domains is associated with the appearance of a rotatable anisotropy 
field that varies in magnitude with the applied static magnetic field. This rotatable anisotropy 
field, which is attributed to the increase of magnetic free pole energy as a result of the 
dragging of spins away from the equibrium strip direction by the ac field, can be much larger 




dynamic magnetic properties of films. In addition, the frequency linewidth for films with 
stripe domains show distinct regions as the static field is varied, being strongly correlated 
with the static magnetisation processes as well as the relative magnitude of the applied static 
field to the total dynamic anisotropy field.  
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3 Dependence of dynamic magnetisation and 
magneto-transport properties of FeAlSi films with 




Sendust, an alloy of Fe, Al and Si (denoted FeAlSi thereafter) typically in ratios of 
85:6:9, which was invented in Sendai, Japan in the 1930s is widely used in bulk form as the 
active material in low frequency kHz devices such as power transformers and filter inductors 
due to its excellent magnetic properties
1-5
, among which includes negligible magneto-
crystalline anisotropy, high permeability and saturation magnetisation (~13 kG) as well as 
relatively large resistances compared to other metallic ferromagnets for lower eddy current 
losses. However, in the regime of higher GHz frequencies where thin films are more 
applicable, the dynamic magnetic properties of FeAlSi are not well-known. Rather, metallic 
ferromagnetic alloys such as NiFe (Permalloy) and FeCo, which also exhibits excellent soft 
magnetic properties, have thus far dominated research in this area, in which both their static 
and high frequency dynamic magnetic properties have been well-studied and characterised 
that enables their further use in high frequency tuneable applications.  
In the field of spintronics, it is quite often favourable for the magnetic films to also 
possess large electrical (magnetic) response to magnetic (electrical) stimulus, notably the 
magneto-resistance and anomalous Hall effects (AHE). In addition, the generation of 
transverse spin currents via charge currents (i.e. spin Hall effect) in non-magnetic heavy 
metals, which is currently of high research interest owing to its relatively high efficiency as 
spin current sources, has its magnetic analogue in ferromagnetic films via the AHE. As such, 




sources/detectors. Currently, NiFe, which possess much lower AHE than its AMR, has been 
widely studied
6-11
 in inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) experiments as spin current sources via 
spin pumping at ferromagnetic resonance, and thus its AHE and AMR are mostly seen as a 
hindrance due to their spurious mixing with the ISHE signal of interest, whose consequence 
is the subject of the following chapter. ISHE generates a transverse charge current due to a 
spin current, which is the reverse process of SHE. 
Recent experiments
12,13
 have begun investigating NiFe as spin current detectors, in 
which its AHE would now play a major role equivalent to SHE in non-magnetic metals (i.e 
Pt). It has been found that, despite having relatively low AHE, NiFe possess significant SHE 
comparable to Pt, thus allowing it to play a new role as efficient ferromagnetic spin current 
detectors. However, it is not yet known if FeAlSi films can exhibit significant AHE and/or 
SHE. On the other hand, single-crystal Fe3Si has been found
14
 to exhibit significantly higher 
spin pumping efficiency than NiFe, while the relatively high Tc magnetic semiconductor, Co-
doped FeSi, can possess
15
 very high AHE. As such, similar alloys like FeAlSi may also 
possess desirable spin transport properties which have yet been well-studied.  
Over the past few years, some studies
5
 have been done by our group on FeAiSi films 
based on the shorted microstrip transmission line perturbation method, whereby some of its 
dynamic magnetic properties such as FMR frequency, anisotropy and saturation 
magnetisation have been characterised. However due to limitations of the transmission line 
perturbation method, other high frequency properties such as damping (not sensitive enough) 
and magneto-transport (requires electrical measurement) are not characterised.  
In this chapter, we present an experimental study of FeAlSi films via SRE (Section 
1.2), in which the electrical detection of FMR allows for the simultaneous characterisation of 




oblique deposition on the properties of FeAlSi films is also investigated via SRE. Oblique 
deposition
16-18
 changes the structural alignment of magnetic grains and has been known to be 
able to induce anisotropy in both the magnetisation
19-23
 and dc resistance
24
 thus offering a 
method to tune these quantities for applications. Here, we show that oblique deposition can 
significantly influence AHE and AMR as well. The high frequency characteristics of these 
films are studied as well to illustrate their dependence on oblique deposition.  
 
3.2 Experimental Procedures 
 
A series of obliquely deposited (with oblique angles   ranging from 0-45 ) 50 nm-
thick FeAlSi films on 5 mm  10 mm  0.5 mm   thick Si (100) substrates are prepared via 
room-temperature rf magnetron sputtering at base pressure of 
77 10  Torr , with Ar 
sputtering pressure of 
35.5 10  Torr . (Figure 3.1)The target is 3-inch diameter FeAlSi alloy. 
(by weight, 85 % Fe, 6 % Al and 9% Si) Before sputtering of FeAlSi, 2 mm-wide Cu contacts 
are first sputtered and patterned at opposite edges of Si substrates as sites for electrical 
contacts. The sputtered area of FeAlSi films is thus 5 mm  6 mm . A magnetic field of 
around 200 Oe is applied during sputtering to induce uniaxial anisotropy and a capping layer 
of SiO2 (~10 nm) is deposited to prevent oxidation. The axis of uniaxial anisotropy is fixed 





Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the setup during oblique deposition of the films. 
 
 The samples are measured via SRE based on our homemade shorted microstrip 
fixture, where dc voltages are measured sensitively by a lock-in amplifier at kHz modulation 
under an applied microwave at 18 dBm power. At fixed microwave frequency, we measure 
the dc voltages as a function of an in-plane applied field H (dc voltage spectra). We then 
repeat the measurement for various microwave frequencies. Furthermore, we measure the dc 
voltage spectra for various in-plane H  angles under a fixed microwave frequency. 
 






Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the SRE measurement configuration in our shorted 
microstrip fixture. A cross-section in the x-y plane is given in Figure 1.1. Adapted with 
permission from Ref. [25]. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Not drawn to relative scale, the field configurations within the film. The static lab 
co-ordinates (x, y, z) are fixed in the dc measurement direction while the rotating co-ordinates 







 The dc measurement configuration for our samples within the shorted microstrip 
fixture is shown in Figure 3.2. Under excitation by a microwave field h

, an oscillating 
magnetisation ( )m t

 is induced which couples to the microwave current j

 via AMR and 
AHE, producing a non-zero dc current density by SRE as described by equation (1.6). To find 
the in-plane angular H  dependence of the SRE voltage, we first need to find the H  
dependence of the dynamic magnetisation m

. Thus, we define two sets of co-ordinates 
(Figure 3.3): the lab co-ordinates (x, y, z) fixed with the DCV  measurement direction and the 
co-ordinates (x’, y’, z’) that rotates with M

 which is assumed to be saturated along H

. The 
co-ordinates are thus related by a rotation matrix  y HR   along the y-axis. Thus, the dynamic 
magnetisation m

 in the lab frame is simply 
    , , ', ', ' , , , (3.1)x y z y H x y z y H x y zm R R h   

 
where ', ', 'x y z  is the susceptibility matrix in the rotating M

 frame previously derived in 
section 1.3 of chapter 1. Once m

 is known and with  ,0,
T
x zj j j

, it is straightforward to 
plug in these quantities and calculate from equation (1.6) that the resultant measured SRE dc 
voltage DCV  is  
 , (3.2)DC L DV A L A D   
where  
sin sin cos 2 sin sin 2 cos sin ,
cos sin cos 2 sin sin 2 sin sin .
x z
L AMR H H AMR H H AHE H
x z
D AMR H H AMR H H AHE H
A V V V
A V V V
    
    
       





Here,  ( ) ( ) / 8
x z
AMR xx x z sV A hj l M    and / 2AHE xy AHE xV A R j hl  refers to the AMR and 
AHE contributions respectively, with   being the change in resistivity due to AMR and 
RAHE the AHE coefficient. 6 mml   is the FeAiSi sample length along DCV . L and D are the 
Lorentzian and dispersive lineshapes as a function of applied field H, respectively. From a fit 
of the voltage against field spectra at various angles H  (at various microwave frequencies) 
to equation (3.2), one obtains the angular (frequency) dependence of resonance field rH , 
field linewidth H , Lorentzian amplitude LA  and dispersive amplitude DA . Notably, jx and 
jz produces AMR voltages with orthogonal angular dependences and therefore can be 
separated from each other, as well as from VAHE via an angular measurement and fitting.  
 
3.4  Finite-element method to simulate the field configurations of 
microstrip fixture 
 
Oblique angle (deg) 5 1 1 ( 10  m )zz
    5 1 1 ( 10  m )xx




0 6.48 6.48 1.65 
17 6.48 6.09 1.63 
27 6.07 5.70 1.55 
39 6.48 5.32 1.57 
42 5.85 4.93 1.47 
45 6.40 4.54 1.49 
Table 3.1. Simulation parameters based on measured conductivities xx  and zz , and 
simulated microwave current magnitude xj






Thus far, we have seen from equation (3.2) that the SRE voltage VDC depends 
critically on the relative orientations of the microwave magnetic field h and current j 
generated by the fixture on the film. To elucidate the magnitude and directions of the current 
density and field distributions within our films, finite-element simulations
26
 are performed 
using Ansoft HFSS to model the coupling between our microstrip fixture and FeAlSi films. 
The measured conductivities zz  are used as parameters in our simulations. Because xx  is 
not measureable due to the presence of a capping SiO2 layer, a gradual decrease of 36% in 
xx  is assumed from 0 to 45 deg oblique samples resulting from the possible anisotropy in 
resistivity due to oblique sputtering. The simulation parameters for various films are given in 
Table 3.1. Contributions to the first order due to the anomalous Hall Effect and anisotropic 
magneto-resistance can be neglected in our simulations, since these effects are only 
considered to the second order in our measured dc voltages. Figure 3.4 shows the current 
density distribution for 0 deg oblique FeAlSi (50 nm) film at 2.9 GHz and 18 dBm power, as 
seen from the top view. 
 From Figure 3.4, it is seen that the current density is strongest below the microstrip, 
where our FeAlSi film resides. In this region, the current density dominantly flows in x 
direction, since the z components cancel due to symmetry. Therefore, only xj  is significant, 
which is consistent with results from our angular measurements and fitting that we will see 
later. Comparing the simulated current density xj  (at the centre of the film) across all oblique 
samples, we see that despite a 36% decrease in xx  postulated due to oblique deposition, xj  
remains relatively unchanged with only a ~5% variation. Thus, our assumption of 
7 21 10  Amxj
  is justified. Figure 3.5 shows the simulated microwave magnetic field h

 
distribution within the sample. Clearly, the dominant contribution of h





with magnitudes which are consistent with our experimental determination via FMR 
experiments performed with a Vector Network Analyzer. This is also consistent with the fact 










Figure 3.4 Direction (arrows) and magnitude (colour scale) of the current density 







Figure 3.5 Direction (arrows) and magnitude (colour scale) of the microwave magnetic field 
distributions for 0 deg oblique FeAlSi film, as seen from top view. 
 
3.5  Results and discussion 
3.5.1 Dynamic magnetic properties of FeAlSi films 
 
The measured raw VDC spectra for FeAlSi films deposited at various oblique angles is 
presented in Figure 3.6 below, with microwave frequency fixed at 2.9 GHz and H along the 
uniaxial axis (easy axis) at 90H   . We observe that the FMR resonance field, represented 
by the peak consisting of a superposition of L and D lineshapes, shifts progressively towards 
lower H as the oblique angle increases from 0° to 45°. This behaviour, as we shall quantify in 
a moment, is indicative of an increase in anisotropy with increasing oblique angle. 




oblique angle. We find, as will be discussed in the subsequent section, that this trend is the 
result of a dependence of AMR and AHE on oblique incidence.  
 
 
Figure 3.6 VDC as a function of H applied along 90H    at 2.9 GHz, for various oblique 
angles. Plots have been offset for clarity. Inset shows the relative orientations of the field and 
measurement configurations. Adapted with permission from Ref. [26]. 
 
We are interested to characterise the dependence of the various magnetic anisotropies 
with oblique angles. The angular dependence of FMR field rH , calculated using Smit and 
Beljers
27
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where cos(2 2 )a H rota H H     and  
24 sins a H rotb M H H      , with aH  and 
rotH  respectively being the uniaxial and rotatable anisotropy. The rotatable anisotropy here, 
in contrast to the one discussed in the preceding chapter, stems from FM grains whose 
uniaxial axis rotate with H  direction analogous to that in exchange-biased28 systems. From 
equation (3.3), we see that the uniaxial anisotropy Ha gives a dominant two-fold symmetric 
 cos 2 H  contribution while Hrot is isotropic with respect to the in-plane orientation of H. 























Figure 3.7 FMR field Hr, obtained from VDC spectra at 2.9 GHz, against in-plane H angle H  
for films with various oblique angles.  
 
 The FMR field Hr, linewidth DH, coefficients AL and AD are first obtained by fitting 
the VDC spectra to equation (3.2). All measurements here are done with microwave frequency 
fixed at 2.9 GHz so that we may compare samples with different oblique angles on an equal 




it is clear that uniaxial anisotropy dominates due to the two-fold symmetry exhibited by the 
plots. Moreover, it is also apparent that significant rotatable anisotropy is present within the 
films due to the isotropic vertical shift of the plots across samples of different oblique angles.  
 























 Fit to Kittel
 
Figure 3.8 Frequency f variation of the FMR field Hr for various obliquely sputtered FeAlSi 
films and their fits to theory. 
 
 Before extracting the anisotropy fields from the plots in Figure 3.7, we first conduct a 
frequency sweep to obtain the VDC spectra for a range of frequencies so that the variation of 
Hr with microwave frequency f can be determined, shown in Figure 3.8. Next, we fit them to 
equation (3.3) to obtain the saturation magnetisation Ms~13 kG. Thereafter, using this value 
of Ms and with 
7 1 11.76 10  rad s  Oe    , the anisotropy fields are extracted by fitting the 




that the uniaxial anisotropy Ha appears to stay relatively constant between 10-15 Oe with 
increasing oblique angle until around 30° whereby it increases drastically to 40 Oe with 
increasing oblique angle. This increase in Ha can be explained by noting that oblique 
deposition at higher angles of incidence leads to the formation of magnetic grains 
elongated
17,19,23
 in the direction normal to the oblique incidence, which for our experiments, 
had been chosen to be aligned along the uniaxial anisotropy induced by a magnetic field 
during deposition. This grain elongation (columnar tilt) leads to magnetic shape anisotropy 
along the same direction, and the sum of this shape anisotropy due to all the elongated grains 
contribute to an overall increase in uniaxial anisotropy. The rotatable anisotropy Hrot is seen 
to remain relatively unchanged compared to Ha with oblique incidence. However, a slight 
decrease in Hrot with increasing oblique angle can be seen, which may be attributed to a 














































Figure 3.9 Dependence of the uniaxial anisotropy Ha and rotatable anisotropy Hrot with 
oblique angle. Inset shows the angular dependence of Hr for 45° oblique incidence with the 
corresponding fit (solid line) to theory. Adapted with permission from Ref. [26]. 
 
 Next, we discuss the damping characteristics of these obliquely sputtered FeAlSi 
films. Along with Hr as discussed above, the angular dependence of the field linewidth DH 
had been obtained from fits to the VDC spectra. Here, the field linewidth can be written as  
 int 2 . (3.4)mos MH H H H      
The intrinsic Gilbert contribution is given by int 2H     which is linear in microwave 
frequency.    4 4mos r s s rH H M M H             denotes the mosaicity
29
 
contribution which describes linewidth broadening due to dispersion in magnetisation 




significant perpendicular anisotropy as the resulting in-plane magnetisation dispersion would 
be enhanced due dragging of magnetisation by the perpendicular anisotropy.  
 Another contribution to damping which is significant here is the two-magnon 
damping. It has been discussed by Arias and Mills
30
 that in magnetic thin films, the spin wave 
dispersion relation supports the degenerate scattering from the FMR uniform mode ( 0k 

 
magnon) to spin waves with finite in-plane wave vector k

, producing an additional damping 
channel for the FMR mode. In this case, for an applied field along the easy axis, the spin 
wave dispersion is given by 
    
 
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H H M Dk
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where D is exchange stiffness, d is the film thickness, H0 is the applied in-plane field 
(including uniaxial anisotropy), Hs is the surface anisotropy and k  is the in-plane angle 
between k

 and H0. From equation (3.5), it is seen that the dipolar interaction leads to a term 
(2
nd
 term) which is linear in wave vector k whose magnitude could be negative, while the 
exchange interaction results in a term (3
rd
 term) quadratic in k. Because of a competition 
between these two terms, it is possible for  2 k

 to have a negative slope so that there exists 
spin wave modes degenerate with the FMR uniform precession. (Figure 3.10) This happens 
when 
  2 0
0
sin , (3.6)











which is the condition for two-magnon scattering in films. Here, equation (3.6) ensures the 
conservation of energy while the presence of magnetic defects mediates the momentum 
mismatch between the degenerate FMR and spin waves modes. Thus, defects play an 
influential
31-33
 role in the two-magnon scattering. Since oblique deposition introduces defects 
in a controlled manner in the films, it provides an ideal way to study and tune such damping. 
It is found
30,34
 that for rectangular defects of dimensions m and n, where m is parallel to the 
uniaxial anisotropy, the two-magnon linewidth 2MH  is given by 
 
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where 0  is a constant denoting the strength of two-magnon scattering and  denotes an 

















Figure 3.10 Frequency f versus in-plane wave vector k for a typical magnetic thin film, 
showing the low-lying acoustic spin wave branch where states with finite wave vectors 
degenerate with the FMR mode is available. 
 
 We present in Figure 3.11 the in-plane angular dependence of H  for films with 
various oblique angles at 2.9 GHz and their fits to equation (3.4). Across the samples, we see 
that intrinsic damping, obtained by a frequency sweep and fitting to int 2H    , is 
relatively constant across various oblique angles at around 10 Oe. The damping constant   is 
extracted and plotted in Figure 3.13, which remains relatively constant with no clear trends 
across oblique angles. This somewhat expected, as intrinsic damping is only dependent on 
material composition and thus should not be drastically affected by oblique deposition. As the 
oblique angle increases, the two-magnon damping becomes more pronounced, especially for 
42  and 45  in which the two-magnon damping shows a clear two-fold symmetric 
sinusoidal behaviour. This is consistent since oblique deposition is known to induce the 
formation of ordered defects in the form of inclined columnar structures
17-19




magnon scattering can occur. As columnar structures are inclined normal to the incidence of 
deposition and thus has an in-plane two-fold symmetry, the two-magnon scattering 
strength
34,35
 thus follows the same symmetry. These columnar structural defects induced by 
oblique sputtering could be adequately modelled as rectangular magnetic defects in equation 
(3.7), as evidenced by the good fits in Figure 3.11. We note that at lower oblique angles (17°, 
27° and 39°), their angular linewidth spectra shows some deviation from isotropic behaviour 
towards two-magnon scattering, which is likely due to the result of the formation of less well-
ordered defects that causes the two-magnon scattering mechanism to be less efficient at lower 
oblique angles.  
 We have measured the films via AFM and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
in an attempt to determine the presence and distribution of defects. Figure 3.12 shows the 
results for two representative films 0° and 45° oblique. The AFM results for both films 
indicate a surface roughness of <1 nm showing that the films are smooth and continuous with 
no large defects. The corresponding TEM images for both films shows nano-sized grains 
indicating good film quality. Notably, we observe that the grain sizes for 45° is much larger 
than that of 0°, an observation which is also reflected in Figure 3.17 later. No anisotropic (i.e 
rectangular) defects are observed for the 45° film, which is likely because the columar grains 
are tilted in oblique deposition and hence will only show up in a cross-section. However, our 
cross-sectional images done via scanning electron microscopy are inconclusive due to poor 
resolution and noise. Regardless, the rectangular defect model in equation (3.7) should still be 
valid here since the tilted columnar grains induced by oblique deposition introduce 
anisotropic magnon scattering with the same symmetry as that by rectangular defects.  
Lastly, we also note that the mosaicity contribution associated with magnetic 




the increased uniaxial anisotropy with increasing oblique incidence due to the formation of 
ordered, elongated grains with reduced dispersion. 
 
Figure 3.11 In-plane angular dependence of field linewidth H for films with various oblique 







Figure 3.12 5 5m m   AFM image of (a) 0° oblique and (b) 45° oblique FeAlSi films and 
































Figure 3.13 Damping constant as a function of oblique angle for FeAlSi films. 
 
 
3.5.2 Magneto-transport properties: AMR and AHE 
 
 In this section, we discuss the magneto-transport properties associated with 
anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) and the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) of the obliquely 
sputtered FeAlSi films. From the VDC spectra obtained previously, a fit to the Lorentzian and 
dispersive lineshapes in equation (3.2) also yield the coefficients AL and AD respectively that 
contains information about the magnitude of AMR and AHE whose contributions could be 
separated by an angular measurement and analysis. From equation (3.2), we see that AMR 
and AHE due to the dominant jx component of the microwave current have orthogonal 




cos sin H  respectively for AL, and  cos sin cos 2H H   and sin sin H  respectively for 
AD. Therefore, an angular fitting to equation (3.2) can reliably separate these contributions. 







































Figure 3.14 Angular H  dependence of (a) AD and (b) AL for the 45° obliquely-sputtered 
FeAiSi film, showing the respectively contributions of AHE and AMR to VDC. 
 
 As an illustration, Figure 3.14 above presents the angular H  dependence of AD and 
AL obtained from the VDC spectra 45° oblique angle, showing the individual contributions 
from AMR and AHE. The fitted parameters are VAMRx=0.76 µV, VAHE=-1.5 µV and F=89°. It 
can be seen that AD mainly has a sinusoidal angular dependence, while AL exhibits a four-fold 
angular symmetry. This is due to the fact that the dominant contribution to AD comes from 
AHE, while the dominant contribution to AL stems from AMR, as the microwave phase F 
here is close to 90°. The same trend is observed across the range of oblique angles 




of both AL and AD appears to decrease significantly with increasing oblique angle from 0° to 
45°, suggesting that both AHE and AMR decreases with increasing oblique angle. 









































































Figure 3.15 Angular H  dependence of VDC and the fits to AL and AD, for various obliquely 
sputtered FeAlSi films. 
 
 To quantify this, we can extract the anomalous Hall coefficient REH and anisotropic 
magneto-resistance   from measured values of VAMRx and VAHE. The required quantities Axx, 
Axy and Ms are easily determined as the magnetic properties have been characterised earlier. 
The quantities microwave field h and current jx are more cumbersome to determine since they 




 An FMR experiment with a vector network analyser (VNA) using our shorted 
microstrip fixture has been performed to determine h from the power absorbed Pab by the 
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where V is the volume of the film. Pab is related to the measured reflection coefficient S11 by
 2111 | |ab inP P S  , where Pin is the input power and line losses have been taken into account 
through calibration. Since all other quantities on the RHS of equation (3.8) are known, h can 
be determined from S11 measurements with a VNA. Based on this method, we find that at 18 
dBm power used in our experiment, | | 0.11 0.01 Oeh  

. This value is consistent with that 
obtained via finite-element simulations as discussed earlier in the preceding section. Since jx 
could not be determined easily in a similar manner, we estimate it to be ~
7 21 10  A m  with 
finite-element simulations, whose value varies slightly due to the differing resistances of the 
samples which we take into account. With these determined values, we then calculate REH 











































Figure 3.16 Oblique deposition angle dependence of the anomalous Hall coefficient REH and 
anisotropic magneto-resistance  . The error bars are due to AL and AD fitting errors (±1 
standard deviation). Adapted with permission from Ref. [26]. 
 
 From Figure 3.16, we can see that both REH and   decreases quite significantly with 
increasing oblique angles. As oblique incidence increases from 0° to 45°, both REH and   
decreases by more than 50%. This trend suggests that the defects and structural changes 
induced by oblique deposition have a pronounced effect on both AHE and AMR, and thus 
can be reliably used to tune and study both quantities. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements 
on the FeAlSi films (Figure 3.17) confirm such structural changes in atomic arrangement, 
where the (200) peak is seen to increases from 2.0100 to 2.0177 Å as the oblique angle 
increases from 0° to 45°. Our results show that other than electrical
24
 resistance and magnetic 
anisotropy and saturation magnetisation
22,23,36
, oblique deposition can also be an effective 




still unclear and further research is needed to elucidate the relation between the oblique-
induced structural changes to both AMR and AHE. Lastly, we note that the magnitude of 
AHE for our FeAlSi films are comparable to Co/Mn doped FeSi alloy
15
, which have been 
touted to be promising candidates for magnetic semiconductors.   




































 In this chapter, the feasibility and potential of SRE as a means for the electrical 
characterisation of FMR in magnetic films have been demonstrated. Unlike the more 
conventional inductive techniques via a network analyser, electrical detection of FMR via 
SRE is a powerful tool due to its great sensitivity to both the dynamic magnetic and magneto-
transport properties. Using SRE, we have measured and characterised the dynamic magnetic 




The results show that FeAlSi films possess excellent magnetic properties such as high 
saturation magnetisation (13 kG), low intrinsic uniaxial anisotropy and low Gilbert damping 
(~0.005) as well as a high resistance for lower eddy losses, which can be comparable or even 
better than the more widely used soft magnetic films such as NiFe and FeCo. (Table 3.2) In 
addition, a high AHE and AMR are also found for FeAlSi films as compared to NiFe. We 
also demonstrate that oblique deposition can significantly tune the uniaxial anisotropy and 
induce two-magnon scattering in such films. The AHE and AMR can also be decreased by 
more than 50% with increasing oblique angles up to 45°. 




    
(  cm)  
EHR  
 3 1cm  C  
FeAlSi ~13000 ~5 0.005 ~0.15 ~0.03 
NiFe ~9000 ~0 0.01 ~0.01* ~0.00024* 
Table 3.2. Comparison of the magnetic and electrical properties of FeAlSi and NiFe films. 
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4 An angular analysis to separate spin pumping-
induced inverse spin Hall effect from spin 
rectification in a NiFe/Pt bilayer 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 In the preceding chapter, we have demonstrated how the spin rectification effect can 
be useful for the sensitive characterisation of metallic magnetic films. The present chapter 
deals with the role of SRE in the field of spintronics, where it can often be a hindrance due to 
its contamination with the electrical signal of interest. 
 The spin Hall effect (SHE) is a phenomenon first predicted in 1971 by Dyakonov and 
Perel
1
, whose theory is further elaborated and generalized by Hirsch
2
 (via defect scattering) in 
1999 and by Sinova et al
3
 (via Rashba spin-orbit coupling) in 2004. In SHE, a charge current 
comprising of unpolarised electrons is converted to a polarised spin current flowing in the 
transverse direction. Conversely, the conversion of polarised spin currents into transverse 
unpolarised charge currents is called the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE). Such spin currents 
are instrumental in the field of spintronics
4
, where the spin degree of freedom of electron is 
used to manipulate magnetic spins to yield novel and useful applications. As such, both SHE 
and ISHE have attracted immense research interest
5-21
 in the recent decade, particular in its 
spin-to-charge (and vice versa) conversion efficiency, which is characterised by the spin Hall 
angle SHE . Large SHE  values are desired to produce significant spin currents, which could 
even be sufficient to flip magnetic spins via spin torque
17
. Typical materials that have 








recently, SHE has also been explored in semiconductors such as germanium
21




Experimental determination of the spin-to-charge current conversion efficiency SHE  
generally makes use of a ferromagnetic metallic layer such as NiFe to pump a spin current at 
FMR into the spin Hall metal, from which the resulting ISHE charge current can be 
measured. However, such measurements involving spin pumping and ISHE can be 
complicated by SRE through which additional dc charge currents are also generated via AMR 
and AHE within the ferromagnetic metal as discussed in the previous chapter. If these two 
different sources of dc charge currents are not properly understood and separated, it may lead 
to large errors in estimating SHE  from the subsequent results. In particular, the relative phase 
  between the microwave current j and magnetic field h can vary widely across various 
experimental setups from microwave cavities to transmission lines, thus the resulting varying 
SRE lineshapes can drastically affect the results if not properly taken into account.  This 
particular reason may explain the large discrepancies of SHE  measured for Pt in current 





This cumbersome problem of separating SRE from the ISHE signal of interest has 
recently been addressed by various groups. Bai et al
25
 has proposed an effective method to 
separate ISHE from SRE based on symmetry considerations with an out-of-plane static H 
field with in-plane microwave current and magnetic fields. A similar method has also been 
proposed by Feng et al
16
 for an out-of-plane h relative to in-plane H and j. One crucial 
characteristic of both proposed methods is that they are independent of the relative phase   
and thus, other than their respective H, h and j configurations, these methods do not depend 




sensitive to. Nonetheless, as shall be discussed later, we find that an in-plane configuration 
for all H, h and j can be much more complicated and does not allow for SRE and ISHE 
separation based on simple symmetry considerations; hence a full angular analysis is 
required. 
In this chapter, we detail a systematic procedure to accurately determine the spin Hall 
angle of the heavy metal Pt based on a NiFe(permalloy)/Pt bilayer structure. Due to spin 
pumping at the FMR of the NiFe layer, a spin current is injected into the adjacent Pt layer. In 
the Pt layer, this injected spin current then dissipates via ISHE into a charge current 
measureable as a dc voltage, from which we extract the ISHE efficiency SHE . However, due 
to mixing of this dc voltage from ISHE with the self-generated SRE voltage in NiFe, further 
analysis have to be undertaken before SHE  can be determined accurately. 
 
4.2  Experimental details 
 
 We prepare our single layer NiFe (also called Permalloy (Py)) and bilayer NiFe/Pt 
films via rf magnetron sputtering onto SiO2 substrates. The target used is Ni80Fe20. For the 
bilayer NiFe/Pt films, the NiFe layer is deposited first onto the SiO2 substrates. All prepared 
samples were from the same batch, with a base chamber pressure of ~
77 10  Torr . The Ar 
sputtering pressure is kept at 
32 10  Torr  and a small magnetic field of ~200 Oe is applied 
during deposition to induce a small uniaxial anisotropy in the NiFe films. Masks are also 
placed onto the SiO2 substrates to pattern some of the films into lateral dimensions of 10mm 
by 1mm. After the samples are prepared, they are then placed into the shorted microstrip 




sensitively measured using a lock-in amplifier. For each microwave frequency, an external 
magnetic field H is applied and swept while the dc voltages are measured.  
 
4.3 Theory 
4.3.1  Contribution from SRE 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Illustration of the sample orientation within the shorted microstrip fixture during 
measurement. Adapted with permission from Ref. [26]. 
 
 The relative fields and measurement configuration for SRE contribution is exactly the 
same as that discussed in chapter 3, from which we have already found the expression for the 




NiFe/Pt film, we should also consider the shunting effect of the Pt layer on the SRE current 
SREj

 produced within the NiFe layer. The shunting effect of Pt on SREj

 simply reduces the 
measured SRE voltage SREV  by a factor and thus does not affect the angular analysis later to 
separate SRE from ISHE.  
 
4.3.2 Contribution from ISHE 
 
 At FMR, the precession of the spins within a ferromagnetic film such as NiFe can 
adiabatically inject a spin current into an adjacent conducting layer, in a phenomenon called 
spin pumping first discovered by Tserkovnyak et al
27,28
 in 2002. Since the injected spin 
currents carry angular momentum, the net angular momentum of the remaining spins are lost 
and this manifests as an increase in effective Gilbert damping. This injected spin current sj

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where e is the electronic charge and G

 is the spin mixing conductance at the NiFe/Pt 
interface which can be estimated as    /4 /s NiFe NiFe Pt NiFeG M t       . As seen, sj

 is 
proportional to the damping enhancement observed in NiFe/Pt films as compared to a single 
NiFe film of the same thickness.  Once injected at the interface, sj

 then starts to decay as it 
passes through the Pt layer due to spin relaxation, so that the effective spin current as it 
























where Pt  is the spin diffusion length of the Pt film and tPy is the NiFe film thickness. This 
spin current is then converted into a charge current cj

 via ISHE: 
 
0
2 ( ) /
Pyt
c SHE seff Pyj e y j y dy t    
 
 , where we have taken the average over the film 
thickness Pyt . Calculating the quantities with m

 given in (1.9) based on the configuration in 
Figure 4.1, we find that the resulting ISHE dc current is  
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where   3 2tanh / 2 / 32SHE Pt Pt Pt s PtK e g t M t     and tPt is the thickness of the Pt film. 
From equation (4.3), we see that the first term dccj

 generates a rectified dc voltage VISHE 




 however exhibits the same sinusoidal time-





 would be detected as a dc voltage in our setup. As our measurement is 
along the z-axis, the detected VISHE is contributed by . 
The 
3sin H  angular dependence is distinct to the dc ISHE voltage for in-plane field 
configurations, which can be deduced by noting that sin Hm 

 . Thus, the spin pumping term 
m dm dt
 
 gives a factor of 











along the measurement direction z. A noteworthy point here is that the resulting ISHE voltage 
due to dccj

, unlike the SRE voltage, is independent of the microwave current j

. 
 It is interesting to note that the ac component of cj

 is greater than its dc component 
by a factor of  4 s xxM A h  which is typically two orders of magnitude. The ac component is 
currently of great interest
29,30
 in part due to its large magnitude. However, it is extremely 
difficult to measure directly due to mixing with significant eddy currents j

 present in the 
sample induced by the microwave. Since accj

 flows within the sample with the same 
frequency as the microwave current j

, the former can generate a rectified dc voltage via 
SRE in NiFe. This additional SRE voltage due to the ac component of ISHE current can be 
calculated as  
    2 3 2 24 sin / 2 / 8 . (4.4)SRE acDC c s H xy EH xx xy sV j M h A R KlDL A A A RKD M        

 
From (4.4), we see that both terms have the same angular dependence as ISHEV  and are thus 
inseparable from it via an angular measurement. However, within our experimental settings, 
we find that 4 2~ 10  Amaccj


, which is about three orders smaller than the microwave current 
j

, where we have estimated that 7 2~10  Amj 

 based on finite element simulations earlier in 




 can be ignored since it only generates SRE voltages at the 





generated from spin pumping and ISHE can be ignored here, it remains to be an interesting 
prospect to consider as it provides a method to detect the ac component of the spin pumped 
current. However in this case, the microwave current still needs to be suppressed to avoid 









 terms still needs to be broken, which can be achieved by modifying any one of 
the field components to lie out-of-plane. 
 
4.3.3 Separating the ISHE voltage from SRE 
  
 Within our NiFe/Pt samples, dc voltage as measured by the lock-in amplifier under 
microwave excitation consists of a sum of both SRE and ISHE contributions. Our present aim 
is to separate isolate the ISHE contribution from SRE in the measured dc voltages so that the 
spin Hall angle SHE  of Pt can be determined. The total dc voltage is given by  
 ' ' , (4.5)totalDC L DV A L A D   
where 
3' sin sin cos 2 sin sin 2 cos sin sin ,
' cos sin cos 2 sin sin 2 sin sin .
x z ISHE
L AMR H H AMR H H AHE H DC H
x z
D AMR H H AMR H H AHE H
A V V V V
A V V V
     
    
        




AMRV  represents the AMR voltages induced by the x(z)-component of the microwave 





respectively. We see that only 
z
AMRV  
 is an even function of H  while the rest are all odd, 
therefore it is not possible to separate ISHE from SRE based on simple symmetry 
considerations alone (i.e. subtracting voltages measured along –H0 and +H0 directions) such 
as that done in Ref. [25] and [16]. However, note that a full angular measurement and 
analysis would be able to separate these contributions since they have mutually orthogonal 





4.4  Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Separating the ISHE dc voltage from SRE 
  
 We have measured the induced dc voltages totalDCV  as a function of applied field H0 
along H  at various microwave frequencies for a series of NiFe/Pt and NiFe films. Figure 4.2 
(a) shows, for the patterned 1mm by 10mm Py(20nm)/Pt(10nm) film, the 
total
DCV  spectra at 
various frequencies. As expected, the voltage peaks in the spectra, which consist of a 
combination of lorentzian (L) and dispersive (D) lineshapes, is seen to increase with 
increasing frequency in accordance with the Kittel formula for FMR in thin films. The 
angular variation of 
total
DCV  at 2 GHz is also shown in Figure 4.2(b), where one observes that 
the lineshapes vary with H , which can be fitted to equation (4.5) to separate the ISHE and 






Figure 4.2 (a) Measured dc voltage 
total
DCV  versus applied field H0 along 90H    at various 
frequencies f, for patterned 1mm by 10mm Py(20nm)/Pt(10nm).  (b) Measured voltages as a 
function of (H0-Hr) for various H , at a fixed frequency of 2 GHz. All plots are offset for 
clarity. Adapted with permission from Ref. [26]. 
 
 From the voltage spectra measured in Figure 4.2, we can extract the L and D 
components via fitting and plot them in Figure 4.3. We fit, with equation (4.5), the angular 
dependences of the dispersive amplitude AD and lorentzian amplitude AL that has been 
extracted from the raw voltage spectra and show them in Figure 4.3. The corresponding fitted 
parameters are summarised in Table 4.1. For the patterned Py/Pt film, we surprisingly find 
that 0.156 VzAMRV   is much higher than 0.049 V
x
AMRV  , implying that the microwave 
current predominantly flows in the zj

 direction rather than xj





detailed fitting by noting that the results show 0DA   for 90 ,270H    , which cannot be 
fitted to equation (4.5) if 0zAMRV   as the remaining AMR and AHE terms are never zero 
independently for 90 ,270H     unless in the unlikely situation that their combination 
cancel exactly at these points. In the latter case however, the data cannot be consistently fitted 
at other points. We find the best fit for 0.01 VAHEV  , noting that a reasonable and 
consistent fit can still be obtained even if AHEV  is set to zero. This is expected since AHE is 
known to be significantly smaller than AMR in Py. From the  'LA  spectra, we extract the 
ISHE voltage 0.5 0.04 V
ISHE
DCV   . The best fit for   is around 18°. 
 For the unpatterned Py/Pt film, we have 0zAMRV  , 0.19 V
x
AMRV  , 0.03 VAHEV 
, 0.46 0.03 VISHEDCV    and 83   . Here, we see negligible contribution to AMR from 
zj

, consistent with that observed for our (also unpatterned) FeAlSi films in the previous 
chapter. The values of 
ISHE
DCV  for both patterned and unpatterned bilayer Py/Pt films are 
similar, consistent with the fact that the ISHE voltage is independent of the dimensions of the 
sample in the x-direction, since it is orthogonal to the dc measurement direction. Comparing 
all three samples, we also see that 'LA  primarily exhibits a 
3sin H  dependence and  is 
significantly larger than DA  only for the Py/Pt samples (Figures 4.3a, b), evidencing that 
ISHE (which contributes a symmetric lineshape with a 
3sin H  dependence) is dominant for 
these samples. In contrast for the single layer Py film (Figure 4.3c), 'LA  clearly do not show 
the 
3sin H  dependence associated with ISHE and is largely similar in magnitude with DA , 







Figure 4.3 The dispersive amplitude AD (left) and lorentzian amplitude AL (right) versus in-
plane angle H  for (a) patterned (w=1mm by l=10mm) Py(20nm)/Pt(10nm) film, (b) 
unpatterned (w=5mm by l=10mm) Py(20nm)/Pt(10nm) film and (c) unpatterned (w=5mm by 










AMRV  AHEV  
ISHE
DCV    
10 mm by 1 mm Py (20 
nm)/Pt (10 nm) 
0.049±0.00
2 
0.156±0.005 0.01±0.01 0.5±0.04 18° 
10 mm by 5 mm Py (20 
nm)/Pt (10 nm) 
0.19±0.01 0 0.03±0.01 0.46±0.03 83° 
10 mm by 5 mm Py (50 nm) 2.1±0.04 0 0.3±0.05 0 240° 
Table 4.1 The voltage contributions based on an angular fit of measured data in Figure 4.3 for 
three different sample geometries. Error bars reflect fitting errors (±1 standard deviation) All 
units for V are in µV. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Top view of the current density volj

, in units of Am
-2
, within the Py/Pt film as 










 between the patterned and unpatterned films, we conduct a finite element 
simulation via Ansoft HFSS based on these two configurations. While we would expect 
x zj j
 
  based on the sample-microstrip line coupling (Figure 4.1), this may not true when 
the sample length w  is much shorter than the microstrip line. This is because the microwave 
current must flow along zj

 near the sample edges parallel to l  due to the boundary condition 
0xj 

, thus this edge effect could be enhanced when w  is significantly shorter than the 
microstrip line. This is indeed confirmed by our simulation results. As shown in Figure 4.4, it 
is apparent that zj

 is indeed much higher in magnitude than the xj

 component, which seems 
to support our experimental result above that the contribution to AMR from zj

 for the 
patterned sample is significantly higher than that of xj

. However, we point out that 
symmetric about the centre line of the microstrip line, the directions of zj

 are always 
opposite to each other (and therefore, cancels) on each side of the line. This cancellation does 
not occur for the xj

 component. Thus, it should be expected that the net effect of zj

 on 
AMR should be zero, and so 
z
AMRV  should be zero for the patterned samples. The fact that 
this was not the case in our setup is likely due to that the sample is not exactly placed at the 
centre, so that zj

 does not cancel totally. For the unpatterned sample, the magnitude of zj

 is 
smaller compared to xj

 and thus, this effect is not as pronounced. However, despite the 
presence of both components of microwave current in the sample complicating the angular 
analysis, the results are still unambiguous since both components are orthogonal and thus are 





4.4.2 Determining the spin Hall angle of Pt film 
  
 In the earlier section, we have successfully separated the ISHE voltage from SRE 
based on angular considerations. Following, we shall focus our discussion on the patterned 
Py/Pt sample and determine the spin Hall angle SHE  and spin diffusion length of the Pt layer. 
The results for the unpatterned Py/Pt sample are similar.  
 From section 4.3.2, we have determined the dc ISHE current dccj

 for our 
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 can flow into the Py layer, has been taken into account by the 
factor on the left side of the curly brackets. We determine the saturation magnetisation 
04 6101 GM   by performing a frequency sweep of our voltage spectra at 90H   (Figure 
4.5) and fitting rH  to the Kittel equation    0/ 2 4FMR r rf H H M    . Using four-
point probe method, the conductivities Py  and Pt  are measured as 
6 12 10  ( m)   and 
6 13.2 10  ( m)   respectively. To calculate g

, the damping constants for 
Py(20nm)/Pt(10nm) and Py(20nm) are determined to be / 0.0145Py Pt   and 0.011Py   
respectively, based on a fit of the linewidth spectra to the equation 0 2 /H H      , 




has been determined in the previous chapter, as | | 0.11 0.01 Oeh  

. We plot in Figure 4.5 
inset the derived h
2
 against input microwave power obtained from VNA measurement, 
showing a consistent linear relationship. 






































FMRf  against rH  obtained from the measured voltage spectra, along with fitting 
to Kittel‟s formula. Inset shows the squared of the microwave field strength 2h  as a function 
of applied microwave power as determined by a VNA. Adapted with permission from Ref. 
[26]. 
 
 With all known parameters as determined above and with 7mml   and 10nmPt 
11,12
, we calculate that 0.007 0.002SHE    for the Pt film. This is close to the value of 
0.0067 reported by Ref. [11], but much smaller than the value of 0.08 given by Ref. [24]. 
There are also some differences in the assumptions and parameters given in both studies: Ref. 
[11] considered only a dispersive lineshape for SRE, while Ref. [24] considered the mixing of 




[24]. Furthermore, the shunting effect of the bilayers was also not considered in both of the 
above studies. Since the current shunting effect is unlikely to result in such a large difference 
in SHE  between Ref. [24] and that found in our experiment, we suppose that other extrinsic 
factors may have contributed to the difference, caused by differing film quality and 
deposition conditions.  
 Recently, it has been found by Sanchez et al
31
 that the spin galvanic effect 
(SGE)/inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect (IREE)
32
, in which a charge current results from a 
spin current flowing across a 2-D interface with inversion asymmetry, can produce 
appreciable spin-to-charge conversion that has the same angular symmetry as ISHE. While 
no work has thus far been done in literature to investigate SGE/IREE at NiFe/Pt interfaces, 
the possibility of significant SGE/IREE in our NiFe/Pt system cannot be ruled out since Pt, 
being a heavy metal with strong spin-orbit coupling, satisfies the criteria for SGE/IREE. This 
may account for the relatively low SHE  found, as a negative SGE/IREE current may cancel 
the ISHE charge current produced leading to an underestimate of SHE . However, due to the 




 In this chapter, we have presented a systematic and detailed method and analysis to 
address the issue of the separation of ISHE signals of interest from unwanted SRE voltages. 
Our analysis is based on in-plane configurations of applied static field, microwave field and 
current, which results in angular-separable voltages from SRE and ISHE. We also note the 




from the Py layer. With a spin diffusion length of 10nm, the spin Hall angle for our Pt film is 
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5 Localized excitation of magnetostatic surface spin 
waves in yttrium iron garnet via spin pumping 




Spin waves (or magnons)
1
, whether dominated by magnetostatic dipolar or exchange 
interactions, play an important role in the field of spintronics since its propagation carries 
spin angular momentum without necessarily being accompanied by a charge current, thus 
equivalent to a pure spin current
2,3
. While conventional spin currents carried by mobile, spin-
polarised charge carriers are susceptible to rapid dissipation through scattering via spin-orbit 
interactions leading to typical length scales of only hundreds of nanometres
4
 in metals and 
semiconductors, spin wave propagation via magnetostatic and exchange interactions between 
localized spins are immune to these scattering processes and is mainly dependent on spin 
wave damping, which for a low loss magnetic insulator such as YIG, the propagation length 
scales can be up to few centimetres
5
. This means that spin wave spin currents can propagate 
over macroscopic distances and is therefore ideally suited as long-range carriers in spin 
circuits. 
In context to generation of spin currents via spin pumping at FM/NM interfaces, it has 
been found that the nature of spin precession can significantly influence the spin pumping 
efficiency. Because spin pumping is mediated by interfacial exchange interaction, the 
localization of surface spin waves at the FM interface can lead to much enhanced spin 
pumping efficiencies
6,7
 as compared to other volume precession modes. Thus the 
combination of spin pumping and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE), as mentioned in the 




waves (MSSWs). Such experiments have been reported
8,9
 recently, where the direct 
observation of non-reciprocity in spin wave propagation was demonstrated. Conversely, these 
MSSWs can also be manipulated
10-13
 by a reverse mechanism to inject a spin current into the 
magnetic layer to produce a magnetic spin transfer torque (STT) on the MSSW. In addition to 
magnetostatic spin waves, spin pumping by short-wavelength exchange magnons
14,15
 have 
also been found to be significant. These developments clearly highlight the potential of spin 
waves in producing novel magnon-based spintronic circuits. 
In most experiments, the microwave fields permeating the sample is approximately 
uniform as the sample size relative to the cavity or waveguide where is its placed within is 
usually small. In such cases, the FMR uniform mode is preferentially excited. In order to 
excite spin waves efficiently, non-uniformity in the microwave magnetic field is required, 
which is usually achieved by increasing the sample size relative to the waveguide/cavity 
geometry. An alternative, and more attractive method, is to make use of a near-field rf 
probe
16
 whose end is placed near the surface of the sample where the rf fields terminate. 
Depending on the geometry of the excitation field produced by the probe‟s end, various 
magnetostatic spin wave modes can be locally excited and subsequently detected via a 
network analyzer. Since the rf fields at the probe‟s end are non-propagating, both near-field 
and far-field components exist, in which the amplitude of the former typically decays 
exponentially with distance. This results in an exponentially varying rf field whose geometry 
would be ideal for exciting surface spin waves. In contrast, this near-field component is 
absent for samples placed with waveguides/cavities where fields are propagating. Another 
important characteristic of such local probes lies in its compatibility with scanning 




To be compatible with spintronics where electrical detection is required, we extend 
this technique by designing and fabricating a near-field shorted coaxial probe with spring-
loaded dc electrical probes at its measuring end to allow the simultaneous localized 
microwave excitation and electrical detection. In this chapter, we shall detail how such a 
shorted coaxial probe is made and demonstrate its use to locally excite and electrically detect 
the FMR and spin wave modes of bulk YIG substrate patterned with Pt and Py films. A 
similar probe for near-field FMR detection of magnetic films has also been previously 
developed
17
 in our lab. 
 
5.2 Fabrication and simulation of the shorted coaxial probe 
   
 In this section, we detail our considerations for the design and fabrication of our 
shorted coaxial probe for the electrical detection of spin modes, with the help of finite-
element simulations to optimise our design. The coaxial transmission line is chosen for our 
purpose as its cylindrical structure is ideal for compact scanning probes. At one end of the 
coaxial line, we short the centre conductor with the outer conductor (ground), which can be 
done using a gold wire bond, with the purpose to direct the microwave magnetic fields to curl 
around the wire bond. Thus, the directed microwave fields can be used to controllably excite 
spin precession. 
Since the microwave reflected at the shorted end of the coaxial line can interfere with 
the incoming waves to form standing waves, the shorted coaxial probe can also act as a 
resonator under non-ideal conditions. Thus, as an initial consideration, the intrinsic resonance 
frequencies of the probe must not fall within the frequency range of interest so as not to 




since it directly affects its resonance frequencies. The probe is modelled as a transmission 
line (Figure 5.1) with impedance 0Z , connected to a microwave source of impedance 
2 50 Z    and a short of impedance 1 0Z   at their respective ends. Ideally, the impedance 
of the probe 0Z  would be 50  , in which case no reflection of waves will occur at the 
0 2/Z Z  boundary so that no standing waves can be formed within the probe and therefore 
resonances do not occur. This situation does not occur in reality due to connector influences, 
among other factors such as line imperfections. As such, practically, 0Z  always differ slightly 
from 50   such that the 1 0/Z Z  and 0 2/Z Z  boundaries differ and allow standing waves to 
form within the probe.  
If 0 2Z Z , then half-wavelength resonances will occur at 
1/2
nf , where 






   
Here, c is the speed of light in vacuum, L is the line length and   is the dielectric constant of 
the filling material. If 0 2Z Z , then quarter-wavelength resonances will occur at 
1/4
nf , where 






   





Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the shorted coaxial transmission line (cross-section) of 
characteristic impedance Z0, with one end shorted Z1=0  and the other end terminated with 
a microwave source Z2=50 . 
 
In our case, we require that the working frequency of the probe to be at least up to 10 GHz. 
This means that the first order resonances (n=1) must ideally fall above 10 GHz, i.e. 
1/2 1/4 1/4
1 1 1min , 10 GHzf f f     . Using 2.1   (Teflon) as the filling material, we can 
calculate that L should be at most 5.1 mm. We choose the length of our fabricated probe as 3 
mm, thus fulfilling this criterion.  
  In order to simulate the microwave field distribution produced by the probe, we use 
finite-element method via HFSS to model our probe. The frequency characteristics of the 
reflection S-parameter S11 is shown in Figure 5.2, where we see that the microwave is mostly 
reflected with slightly increased losses as the frequency increases to 10 GHz. No obvious 
resonance peaks are seen, thus indicating good impedance matching. Figure 5.3 below shows 
the microwave magnetic field distribution produced by the probe at the shorted end. As 
expected, a microwave current flowing along the short produces a magnetic field that 
predominantly curls around the short, with amplitudes ranging from 0-0.119 Oe at 18 dBm 
























Figure 5.2 Reflection coefficient  11 dBS  as a function of frequency as obtained from 






Figure 5.3 Model of shorted coaxial probe at the shorted end, showing the microwave 
magnetic field strength and direction near the short. 
 
The microwave magnetic field can be used as the excitation field onto a magnetic 
conducting sample, inducing both spin dynamics as well as a microwave current within the 
sample. This microwave current then rectifies with the oscillating magneto-resistance to 
produce a dc signal which can be measured in the vicinity of the probe. Spring-loaded needle 
probes are attached to the sides of the probe to facilitate this dc measurement. In Figure 5.4, 
we plot, at 3 GHz, the distribution of the microwave magnetic field h generated by the probe 
within a Pt film strip, showing that the field is quite inhomogeneous along the strip and that 
the dominant net non-zero contribution lies along the strip direction. We also show in Figure 
5.5 the corresponding current density j





zero contribution of j

 lies along the wire bond direction (perpendicular to the Pt strip 
direction), a significant component of j

 lies along the strip direction, though the magnitude 
of the latter will largely cancel out due to their opposing directions of flow. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 The distribution of the microwave magnetic field at 3GHz incident onto the Pt film 






Figure 5.5 The current density distribution within the Pt film volume at 3GHz, where the film 
is placed 0.7mm away from the shorted end of the probe. 
 
The shorted coaxial probe is finally fabricated by modifying a non-magnetic coaxial 
line of 50   impedance (outer and inner conductors of diameter 3.5 mm and 1 mm 
respectively). One end of the coaxial line is welded to a SMA connector which is meant to be 
connected to a microwave source port, while the other end is polished and subsequently 
shorted with a gold wire bond connecting the inner and outer conductors. (Figure 5.6) While 
the microwave field produced by this probe at the shorted end is expected to be highly 
inhomogeneous, a dominant contribution will exist near the shorted silver bond due to its 
geometry that will be used to excite magnetisation dynamics. DC spring-loaded needle 
probes are attached to (but electrically shielded from) the outer conductor to simultaneously 











5.3 Experimental Setup 
 
Figure 5.7 Schematic diagram for the sample and measurement configurations, whereby the 
probe is directly exciting and measuring the Pt(I) region. The inset shows the top view of the 
setup. h is the dominant microwave magnetic field produced by the probe. Adapted with 
permission from Ref. [18]. 
 
Via rf magnetron sputtering at room temperature and 
76 10   Torr base chamber 
pressure, we fabricated patterned Py (20 nm thick) and Pt (10 nm thick) films onto a common 
bulk yttrium iron garnet (YIG) substrate of dimensions 10 mm (length) by 5 mm (width) by 
0.5 mm (thickness). (Figure 5.7) The shorted coaxial probe, whose dimensions are 
comparable to the patterned film, is then placed above the region of interest (eg. Pt (I) region 
in Figure 5.7) such that the distance between the film and the short is about 0.5 mm. This 
probe-to-sample distance can be reliably controlled so that the derived signal level can be 




conducting film surface. The probe is connected to a microwave signal generator and the dc 
voltages under microwave excitation at 18 dBm power are then measured via a lock-in 
amplifier at 10 kHz amplitude modulation. An in-plane magnetic field is also applied by an 
electromagnet.  
The spatial scanning resolution of our probe is of the order of millimetres, limited by 
its coaxial diameter and wire bond dimensions. This can be scaled down by decreasing the 
probe diameter, while still ensuring impedance matching, as well as by reducing the wire 
bond‟s width. For instance, the latter can be achieved19 via lithographic techniques to pattern 




Driven by the microwave field produced by the coaxial probe at the shorted end, and 
aided by the low magnetic damping in YIG (only of order of 0.001, compared to 0.01 for 
most metallic FM films), spin waves are easily excited locally and propagates throughout the 
sample dimensions and forming standing waves upon reflections at boundaries. We only 
consider long-wavelength dipolar spin waves here, since their wavelengths are comparable to 
our probe dimensions and hence are readily excited, compared to short-wavelength exchange 
dominated spin waves. The exchange spin waves are usually excited indirectly via nonlinear 
magnetisation dynamics such as parametric excitation.
14,15,20
  
Two types of long-wavelength dipolar spin waves can be excited in our setup: 
magnetostatic backward volume spin waves (MSBVSW) and magnetostatic surface spin 
waves (MSSW). MSBVSW are volume spin waves whose in-plane wave vector k is parallel 




other hand, MSSW are surface spin waves whose precession amplitude decays exponentially 
with depth, with an in-plane wave vector that is perpendicular to H. Due to its surface 
character, the localization of MSSWs at the spin pumping interface of a FM/NM can lead to 
an enhanced ISHE signal due to spin pumping, which offers a unique way to selectively 
characterise them. 
At spin resonance, the precession of the dynamic magnetisation m

 injects a spin 
current /sj m dm dt 
  
 from YIG into Pt via spin pumping, where the ISHE converts the 
spin current into a rectified dc charge current ˆc SHE sj n j 
 
. SHE  is the spin Hall angle 
quantifying the efficiency and nˆ  is the out-of-plane unit vector.  In our measurement 
configuration, the in-plane static applied field H is perpendicular to both the microwave 
magnetic field h

 and dc measurement direction. The subsequently detected dc ISHE voltage 
is thus a maximum under such a configuration. Any detected MSSWs would have a wave 
vector parallel to the dc measurement direction along the shorter length (5 mm) of the 
sample. Standing MSSWs along this length with wave vector / (5 mm)k n  can be formed, 
whereby n  is an integer. The spin wave resonance field Hr for MSSWs at each microwave 
frequency f can be described by
1,21
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where    is the gyromagnetic ratio, M  is the saturation magnetisation, 0kH   is the 
anisotropy and d  is the effective YIG thickness transversed by MSSWs.  
 For MSBVSW s, the wave vector k is parallel to M, hence standing MSBVSW s can 




length can extend throughout the 10mm length of the sample due to spin wave decay. The 
actual propagation length is likely to be much shorter ~5mm, as comparable to the diameter 
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For the YIG/NiFe region, the microwave excitation can also lead to SRE signals in 
addition to spin pumping induced ISHE voltages within the NiFe layer. As we know from 
previous chapters, this SRE dc voltage comes from AMR and AHE within the NiFe layer 
only. Since SRE only occurs near NiFe resonance and ISHE occurs at YIG resonance, they 
can be reliably separated from each other by identifying the nature of the resonance peaks in 







5.5 Results and discussions 
5.5.1 Local measurements on Pt(I)/YIG 
 
Figure 5.8 At 3.3 GHz, the measured VDC spectra when the Pt(I) region is locally excited by 
the probe, along opposing +H and –H directions. Top inset: VDC spectra at 1.9 GHz to 
highlight peak due to the YIG FMR uniform mode. Bottom inset: The corresponding 
frequency variation of the Hr of various modes along +H. Adapted with permission from Ref. 
[18]. 
 
With the shorted coaxial probe directly above the Pt(I) region and centralized, we 
measure the dc voltages VDC generated under local microwave excitation. We show in Figure 
5.8 the VDC spectra at 3.3 GHz measured along both the +H and –H directions. In the inset, 
the voltage peaks that appear to the left of the FMR mode at lower field are MSSWs, since its 
Hr decreases with increasing k as can be seen from equation (5.3). We can clearly see five 
voltage peaks (labelled S1, S2, S6, S12 and Sm) at 3.3 GHz. The number in the labels 




~0.02cm rather than 0.05cm, the latter being the thickness of the YIG slab. We attribute this 
to the significant depth variation of the microwave field strength h. (Figure 5.9) We find that 
the YIG FMR uniform mode is much weaker than the other modes and cannot be clearly 
distinguished at 3.3 GHz. In fact, across the measured frequency range from 1-5 GHz, the 
FMR mode is observed to be consistently weaker than the MSSW modes. This highlights the 
enhanced spin pumping contribution from MSSWs relative to the other modes. 
The mode Sm, which appears to be much stronger than the other modes, can be seen 
across a large frequency range. We found that this mode corresponds to a wave number 
k>100 cm
-1
, above which the MSSW frequency saturates for higher k . Thus, the Sm mode 
results from the superposition of various 
1100 cmk   MSSW modes, explaining its 
enhanced ISHE signal and much larger linewidth. Increasing the sweeping microwave 
frequency up to 5 GHz do not result in any more peaks appearing to the left of the Sm mode 
in the voltage spectra, which is consistent with this explanation. Finally, the non-zero dc 






























Figure 5.9 The microwave field h strength at various frequencies at the centre of the Pt(I) 
region as a function of YIG substrate depth d, obtained via simulation. 
 
5.5.2 Local measurements on Pt(II)/YIG 
 
 Next, the shorted coaxial probe is placed above the Pt(II) region to locally excite spin 
precession. While the Pt thickness is the same, the Pt(II) region measures 5mm by 5mm and 
has a much larger area than the Pt(I) region measured earlier. Figure 5.10 shows the VDC 
spectra measured at 3 GHz for this region along +H and –H. Like the Pt(I) region, the FMR 
uniform mode observed for the Pt(II) region is also consistently weaker than the MSSW 
modes (P3 and Pm). Also, the Pm mode which consists of the sum of saturated-frequency 
1100 cmk   MSSW modes is much larger than the other modes. Overall, the magnitude of 
VDC for all the observed modes is significantly lower than that from the Pt(I) region. We 
attribute this to the shunting of part of the signal by the surrounding conducting Pt film below 




evident here, which is likely due to the differing excitation conditions as a result of differing 
placement of the probe and geometries of the regions. These results demonstrate that a 
continuous conducting film can also be measured via this technique, which is potentially 
useful for electrical dc microwave imaging.   
 
 
Figure 5.10 The measured VDC spectra in the Pt(II) region under local microwave excitation 
at 3 GHz, along +H and –H directions. The inset shows the corresponding frequency 





5.5.3 Local measurements on Py/YIG 
 
Figure 5.11 The measured VDC spectra under local excitation of the NiFe region at 2.4 GHz 
along +H and –H directions. The inset shows the corresponding frequency variation of Hr for 
the various fitted modes. Adapted with permission from Ref. [18]. 
 
 Following, the same measurement is performed with the probe exciting the NiFe 
region, with the resulting VDC spectra shown in Figure 5.11. A large number of modes can be 
observed across the frequency range from 1.5-4.5 GHz. Mode M, identified as the YIG FMR 
uniform mode, can be fitted to the Kittel‟s equation  with 
4 1600 GM  , close to the saturation magnetisation 1750 G of bulk YIG. The slight 
discrepancy may be due to the FMR field shift resulting from the exchange coupling of 
YIG/NiFe. The observation of this mode, as well as the subsequent YIG MSSWs, indicates 
the detection of ISHE in NiFe via spin pumping from YIG. The modes M1, M2, M6 and M12 
are fitted to be the corresponding MSSW modes of YIG with  and 





4 1650 GM  , while the Mm mode contributes a large voltage signal and corresponds to 
the saturation wave vector 
190 cmk  . The mode Mt cannot be clearly identified and is 
likely to be a „false peak‟ due to the overlapping of finite-linewidth MSSW modes between 
M1 and M12, as its dispersion curve appears to cut across M1 to M12. The SRE voltage from 
the NiFe layer could also have resulted in the appearance of mode Mt, although this could not 
be clearly resolved and fitted from the spectra due to mixing with other modes. Furthermore, 
we know that SRE contributes both dispersive and lorentzian lineshapes in the spectra, while 
ISHE is only lorentzian. As the observed modes are mainly lorentzian with a dispersion 
associated with M~1650 G which is nowhere near the saturation magnetisation of NiFe 
(~10kOe), it is likely that the SRE contribution is small or overshadowed by the various 
observed MSSW modes.  
Across all regions, the observed MSSW modes (both in terms of signal magnitude and 
number) at fixed excitation frequency are not symmetric with respect to H reversal. This is 
likely the result of the non-reciprocity
8,9
 of MSSW whereby the wave vector changes 
direction upon H reversal. Since the electrical probes are not exactly centralized with respect 
to the sample short length during measurement, the opposing propagation of MSSWs upon H 
reversal are hence not exactly symmetric, which could result in the altered voltage spectra 
upon H reversal. 
 
5.6 Conclusion  
 The discussion and results in this chapter demonstrates that our shorted coaxial probe 
technique can be used to locally excite and electrically detect spin dynamics reliably, which 




detect the dc electrical signals stemming from FMR and MSSW modes mainly via spin 
pumping and rectification from patterned/continuous NiFe and Pt films onto common YIG 
substrates. The dc signal levels from MSSW modes is significantly higher than that from 
FMR uniform mode, which we attribute to be the result of enhanced spin pumping from these 
surface modes. Such MSSW modes are also likely to be strongly excited by the probe due to 
the depth variation of the excitation microwave field. Furthermore, we also observe ISHE 
within the NiFe layer due to the presence of modes in the measured voltage spectra which 
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6 Long-range electrical detection of magnetisation 
dynamics via dipolar fields in YIG/SiO2/NiFe 
trilayers 
6.1 Introduction 
 The magnetic dipolar interaction is a fairly long-range (but weak) interaction that is 
responsible for demagnetizing fields and domains in ferromagnets. Between two neighboring 







 , where r  is the distance between moments. For typical atomic length scales 
1010 mr   and 1 2 B    ,  where B  is the Bohr magneton, 
2310 JdipE
  is only of the 
order of a few Kelvins. Thus, almost all room-temperature magnetic phenomena resulting 
from interacting magnetic moments, ferromagnetism included, are dominated by the 
exchange interaction. In particular, the magnetic interaction between each layer in a FM/FM 
film bilayer system is usually modeled by considering only exchange interaction. In 
spintronics, spin current phenomena such as spin pumping and spin torque transfer is 
similarly mediated by the exchange interaction only. 
 Studies of such FM/FM bilayers are of importance particularly in data storage 
applications where they are extensively used as multilayers of alternating hard and soft 
ferromagnets. In similar context, nano-patterned multilayered magnetic structures have also 
generated great interest, notably in novel spin-torque oscillators
1,2
 (STOs). In these structures, 
magnetic dipolar interaction can play a significantly role in addition to exchange interaction 
between layers to generate rich magnetisation dynamics. The static dipolar field produced by 
such nanostructures are often used as a convenient way to shift working frequencies
3
 of 




much to the same effect as applying an external static magnetic field. The dynamic dipolar 
field usually serves to hybridise the magnetic modes in the uncoupled system, and thus 
defines the wave propagation characteristics
4
 of nanostructures such as magnonic crystals. 
 However, such dynamic dipolar fields have yet been well-characterised in part due to 
difficulty in distinguishing signals from each coupled layer in the nanostructure. In addition, 
the static dipolar field produced by nanostructures scales as 1/r
3
, and hence is only 
perceivable at scales comparable to these structures, while conventional time-averaged 
measurements cannot detect dynamic dipolar fields, the latter usually being even smaller in 
magnitude as compared to its static counterpart. Recently, it has been demonstrated
5
 that 
phase-sensitive Kerr microscopy can be employed to isolate the dynamic from the static 
dipolar interactions for a pair of nano-disks. Ferromagnetic resonance force microscopy 
techniques have also been used
6
 to measure the dynamic dipolar coupling for a nano-disk 
pair.  Alternatively, as we shall show in this chapter, electrical detection of FMR can also 
prove to be quite useful in resolving magnetisation dynamics within each layer in a system of 
interacting FM layers, owing to the possibility of isolating current flow within each layer.  
 This chapter focuses on the magnetisation dynamics in insulator FM/metallic FM 
systems (ie. YIG/NiFe) as detected by current-based microwave techniques via spin 
rectification effect and spin pumping. Since the current flows within the metallic NiFe layer 
only, it allows for the selective characterisation of NiFe dynamics, with or without magnetic 
coupling to the adjacent insulating YIG layer depending on whether a spacer layer is present.  
By suppressing all exchange interactions through introducing a SiO2 spacer layer, we find 
that the dipolar interaction can be quite significant in influencing magnetisation dynamics in 
the YIG/NiFe bilayer, particularly when one FM layer is much thicker than the other. (ie. 




dynamic dipolar interaction due to the YIG layer on NiFe can be quite clearly separated. In 
particular, we find that the dynamic dipolar interaction is directly responsible for the non-zero 
rectified voltages while the static dipolar interaction manifests itself as an anisotropy field 
along the applied field direction. Based the results, the strength of the static and dynamic 
dipolar field produced by the YIG substrate that acts onto the NiFe layer can also be 
estimated. 
  
6.2 Experimental Procedures 
 
 The YIG substrates used in our experiments are polycrystalline of dimensions 10 mm 
  5 mm   0.5 mm thick. Films of SiO2, NiFe, Pt and Cu are deposited onto the YIG 
substrates by rf magnetron sputtering at room temperature and base chamber pressure of 
7~ 7 10  Torr using SiO2, Ni80Fe20, Pt and Cu targets. The deposited films are patterned into 
2 mm   5 mm strips of the following layered structures: YIG/NiFe (20/200 nm), YIG/Cu(10 
nm)/NiFe (20/200 nm), YIG/SiO2(10/50 nm)/NiFe (20/200 nm) and YIG/SiO2 (10/50 nm)/Pt 
(20 nm), where the film thicknesses are controlled by the sputtering rate and verified by a 
depth profile meter. The continuity of the SiO2 layers are verified by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), in which the surface roughness is determined to be much smaller than 
the film thickness. The samples are measured locally and electrically via lock-in techniques at 
11 kHz amplitude modulation frequency, where dc voltages are generated in the presence of 
microwave excitation produced from a shorted coaxial probe. (Figure 6.1) Magneto-optical 
Kerr effect microscope is used to determine the magnetisation characteristics of the thin film 





Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the measurement setup and sample configuration. 
 
6.3 Results and discussions 
6.3.1 Microwave induced dc voltages in YIG/NiFe bilayers 
 
 The magnetic system of interest here consists of the ferrimagnetic YIG 
(bulk)/NiFe (film) bilayer. Under microwave excitation by our shorted coaxial probe 
described in the previous chapter, the spins from both FM layers are excited into precession. 
Thus, at resonance, spin pumping occurs in both layers so that the spins from each FM layer 
are pumped into the other layer.  
Within the conducting NiFe layer, this pumped spin current /sj m dm dt 
  
 from 
YIG can dissipate via ISHE into a transverse charge current ˆc sj j nL 
 
, where nˆ   is an out-
of-plane unit vector and  
22 2/ 4 rL H H H H
     
 
 is the Lorentzian lineshape with 






 adds to the charge current already produced via SRE within NiFe whose resulting SRE dc 
voltage, primarily due to the rectification of the oscillating anisotropic magnetoresistance 
(AMR) with the microwave current, can be approximated (neglecting AHE) as 
 NiFe NiFe| || | cos sin , (6.1)SREV R j h D L   

 




 are respectively the microwave 
current and magnetic field, NiFED  and NiFeL  are the dispersive and lorentzian lineshape 





. However, the other pumped spin current from the NiFe layer cannot 
lead to ISHE within the YIG layer since the latter layer is insulating.  
 
 




 from NiFe and YIG respectively produced 
at their simultaneous ferromagnetic resonance, whose ac components enhances the spin 





 due to NiFe and YIG spin precessions respectively at simultaneous resonance, 
which enhances the spin precessions of the other adjacent layer. (Not drawn to relative scale) 





 It has been recently found
8
 that interestingly, at the simultaneous magnetic resonance 
of both FM layers (ie. YIG and NiFe), both the SRE and ISHE voltages may be significantly 
enhanced. This has been suggested to be due to two possible mechanisms: (i) the ac 
component of the spin-pumped current from the metallic FM enhances the FMR of the 
adjacent insulating FM via spin torque transfer, and vice versa (Figure 6.2(a)), and (ii) the 
dynamic magnetic fields from insulating FM spin precession enhances the FMR of the 
metallic FM layer via field torque, and vice versa (Figure 6.2(b)). However, while Ref. [8] 
showed that both SRE and ISHE signals can be enhanced near the simultaneous resonances 
of both layers, the quantitative contributions from each possible mechanism (i) and (ii) are 
still unclear since SRE and ISHE signals could not be clearly separated in that case. We 






Figure 6.3 The measured voltage spectra VDC at 4 GHz for (a) YIG/NiFe (20 nm) and (c) 
YIG/Cu (10 nm)/NiFe (20 nm) samples. The corresponding extracted frequency dependence 
of the resonance field Hr of various precession modes for (b) YIG/NiFe (20 nm) and (d) 
YIG/Cu (10 nm)/NiFe (20 nm) samples.  The frequency dependence of resonance field for 
the Si/NiFe (20 nm) sample is also plotted in (b). Adapted with permission from Ref. [7]. 
 
YIG/NiFe (20 nm) 
For the YIG/NiFe (20 nm) sample, the measured voltage spectra is obtained (Figure 
6.3(a)), and the corresponding dispersion relations of the various modes are extracted and 
plotted in Figure 6.3(b). Remarkably, we observe clear peaks originating from the resonances 
of both YIG and NiFe modes. In particular, the mode corresponding to NiFe FMR, which 
stems from its own SRE, can be identified via a fit of its dispersion relation to the Kittel 




4 5400 GeffM  (for bulk NiFe, saturation magnetisation 4 10 kGM  ), and effective 
anisotropy field 55 OekH   . For subsequent fits to NiFe FMR for the other films on YIG 
substrate presented here, the extracted 4 effM  ranges from 5400-9800 G, with kH  from -38 
Oe to -88 Oe. This discrepancy of 4 effM  from the bulk saturation value is likely the result 
of surface anisotropy as well as YIG/NiFe interfacial exchange coupling. However, we find 
that the presence of a negative in-plane effective anisotropy kH  is quite peculiar. This will be 
elucidated in greater detail later. The YIG FMR mode is also identified with 
4 1620 GeffM   and 0kH   consistent with the bulk values for polycrystalline YIG 
substrates.  
In addition, as also seen in the previous chapter, peaks due to magnetostatic surface 
spin waves (MSSWs) in YIG with wave vector / (5 mm)k n  can be identified (M8 and 
M13, where the number denotes the mode number n ). The Mm mode corresponds to a 
superposition of YIG MSSWs with wave vectors 
1100 cmk  , since such modes occur at the 
same resonance field position in the spectra. The presence of modes due to YIG FMR, M8, 
M13 and Mm suggests that spin pumping has occurred from YIG into NiFe where the 
pumped spin current dissipates via ISHE into a measurable voltage. However, it is important 
to note that, as evidenced in Figure 6.3(b), the finite-linewidth resonances of NiFe and YIG 
modes can overlap and cross one another, resulting in simultaneous resonances that may 
enhance both SRE and ISHE voltages based on mechanism (i) and/or (ii) described above. 
Therefore the origin of the peaks may not be as clear-cut. 
 




To investigate further, we insert a Cu spacer between the FM layers and repeated the 
measurements, with results shown in Figure 6.3(c) for the YIG/Cu (10 nm)/NiFe (20 nm) 
trilayer. We observe two clear modes: one due to SRE at NiFe FMR and the other can be 
identified as the Mm mode of YIG MSSWs. (Figure 6.3(d)) Since Cu is essentially 
transparent to spin currents due to its long spin diffusion length, the occurrence of the Mm 
mode is not unexpected, though other MSSW modes appear to be absent. This is most likely 
due to the decrease in voltage signal from the shunting effect of Cu layer that cause other 
MSSW modes (which is much weaker than the Mm mode) to be less resolvable in the 
spectra. The effect of the Cu spacer does not distinguish between mechanisms (i) or (ii) at 
near simultaneous FMR since neither one nor the other is suppressed, but simply confirms 







Figure 6.4 The measured voltage spectra at 2.6 GHz for (a) YIG/NiFe (200 nm) and (c) 
YIG/Cu (10 nm)/NiFe (200 nm) samples, and the corresponding frequency dependence of the 
resonance field rH  of various modes for (b) YIG/NiFe (200 nm) and (d) YIG/Cu (10 
nm)/NiFe (200 nm) samples. The resonance field for the Si/NiFe (200 nm) sample is also 
shown in (b). Adapted with permission from Ref. [7]. 
 
YIG/NiFe (200 nm) & YIG/Cu (10 nm )/NiFe (200nm) 
Next, we find it instructive to use a thicker NiFe film. As such FM materials are 
known to have a rather short spin diffusion length d  (~2 nm)
9,10
, we expect that a NiFe film 
that is much thicker (d=200 nm) than d  will exhibit a much diminished ISHE voltage since 
   1/ tanh / 2ISHE dV d d  . The SRE contribution, on the other hand, should remain 
approximately independent on film thickness as long as it is thinner than the microwave skin 




However surprisingly, this is not the case, as the voltage signals from YIG MSSW 
modes remain as strong as that of the YIG/NiFe (20nm) sample even when the NiFe film is 
200 nm thick (Figure 6.4(a)). Note, that conventional ISHE theory would have predicted a 
decrease in VISHE by at least an order of magnitude. (Also, the decreased film resistance with 
increasing d would also have further led to a decrease in VISHE.) Therefore, due to these 
factors, signals from YIG MSSWs should not have been observable here.  
These results are confirmed with measurements from a YIG/Cu (10 nm)/NiFe (200 
nm) sample (Figure 6.4(c), (d)), where a Cu spacer is added, that shows these YIG MSSW 
modes remain. The results so far cannot be adequately explained by invoking the 
conventional spin pumping and ISHE mechanism for the bilayers, and an alternative 
explanation is needed. 
 
6.3.2 Microwave induced dc voltages in YIG/SiO2/NiFe trilayers 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Schematic diagram of the YIG (bulk)/SiO2 (film)/NiFe (film) trilayer. The dipolar 
fields hd
YIG





The presence of YIG MSSW voltages that persist even for thick NiFe films suggests 
that the long-range dynamic dipolar interaction between YIG MSSWs and the adjacent NiFe 
layer might be responsible. To test this theory, we make use of SiO2, a non-magnetic 
insulator, as a spacer between the YIG and NiFe layer, to suppress all short-range exchange 
interactions and thus spin pumping between YIG and NiFe. (Figure 6.5) We surprisingly find 
that the voltage signals from YIG MSSW modes persist for the YIG/SiO2 (10 nm)/NiFe (20 
nm) sample (Figure 6.6(a), (b)), while YIG MSSW modes can be clearly seen even for the 
YIG/SiO2 (50 nm)/NiFe (200 nm) sample (Figure 6.6(c)). However, a more detailed angular 
measurement to distinguish whether these signals are due to spin pumping or SRE could not 
be done here when MSSWs are involved since their wave vectors (and thus resonance field 
and amplitude) also changes with angular orientation of applied field, which complicates the 
issue. Nonetheless, the presence of a 50 nm thick SiO2 spacer would definitively suppress 
spin pumping, as it is well-established that a SiO2 layer ~5 nm
10,11
 is already sufficiently thick 
to definitively suppress spin pumping across layers. As a control, we present the measured 
voltage spectra for YIG/SiO2 (10, 50 nm)/Pt (20 nm) films, showing that indeed no spin 
pumping related ISHE signals remain. (Figure 6.6(d)) 
A closer inspection of the spectra for both samples (Figure 6.6(a) and (c)) shows that 
these YIG modes appear to be enhanced near the self-SRE of NiFe FMR, and that the modes 
are clearly not necessarily Lorentzian. The non-Lorentzian nature of these ISHE modes were 
previously observed
12
 in YIG/NiFe bilayers and had been attributed to a competition between 
the spin pumping from YIG and NiFe. However, this effect does not apply here due to the 
presence of a SiO2 spacer that prevents spin pumping in the first place. The presence of the 
YIG MSSW voltages even without spin pumping is likely due to the influence of the long-








Under excitation by a microwave field h

, the spins of the YIG magnetisation m

 




 at a distance r  given by ( )YIGdh r  , where the 
scalar potential  r  is given by 
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Here, ir  is the distance of the i
th
 spin from the origin which is taken to be at the centre of the 
sample and m h

, where   is the dynamic YIG susceptibility defined in equation (1.9). 
Note that the quantity m

 in equation (6.2), analogous to that in the electric potential, can 
be interpreted as a „magnetic charge‟ that produces dipolar fields whenever it is non-zero. 
Thus, within the NiFe layer, both the microwave field h






 can excite the NiFe spins and produce a dc voltage via SRE upon rectification 
with the rf current j

. From equation (6.1), with 
YIG
dh h h 
  
 we obtain the resulting dc 
voltage as 
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where the contribution from microwave field h

 produces the usual self-SRE of NiFe 
NiFe
SREV  




 generates a non-local YIG voltage 
dip
SREV  in the NiFe layer. As 




 peaks at YIG spin 
resonance, 
dip
SREV  only appears near the simultaneous resonance of both the YIG and NiFe 




within the finite linewidth spectra of the NiFe SRE signal. This also accounts for the 
observed non-Lorentzian nature of the YIG peaks since dipSREV  also depends on the 
microwave phase  , which is non-zero in general.  
 
 
Figure 6.6 The measured voltage spectra for YIG/SiO2 (10 nm)/NiFe (20 nm) at 2.5 GHz, and 
the (b) corresponding frequency dependence of the resonance field rH  of various modes for 
YIG/SiO2 (10 nm)/NiFe (20 nm). (c) The measured voltage spectra for YIG/SiO2 (50 
nm)/NiFe (200 nm) sample at 4 GHz and for the (d) YIG/SiO2 (10 nm)/Pt (20 nm) and 
YIG/SiO2 (50 nm)/Pt (20 nm) samples at 3 GHz. Adapted with permission from Ref. [7]. 
 





 Thus far, the results point towards the important role played by dipolar fields in 
influencing the dynamics of YIG/NiFe and YIG/SiO2/NiFe systems. Due to the clear SRE 
signals observed, we demonstrate here that it is possible to make use of the YIG/SiO2/NiFe 
trilayer to separate and quantify both the static and dynamic dipolar fields produced by YIG, 
using the NiFe layer as a detector. This is possible due to the following reasons: 
1) The use of YIG in bulk form increases the strength of its dipolar field in its 
vicinity. 
2) The adjacent NiFe layer can detect the YIG dipolar fields via SRE. 
3) The use of a SiO2 spacer that suppresses exchange interactions between YIG 
and NiFe so as not to contaminate the signals via spin pumping.  
 
6.4.1 Calculating the dipolar fields produced by a rectangular YIG substrate  
 
 In this part, we first calculate the dipolar fields emanating from our rectangular YIG 
substrate that are influencing the dynamics of the adjacent NiFe layer in order to elucidate its 
relative strength and distribution. The dipolar fields H
dip
 can be calculated in an efficient 
manner with dipH    and the scalar potential defined in equation (6.2). Ref. [13] details 
such a procedure. Assuming that the magnetisation is saturated along the y-axis ( 0 ˆM M y

), 
the static dipolar field  , ,dip dip dip dipx y zH H H H  for a YIG slab centered at (0,0,0) with 
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Using the above equations, we can plot in Figure 6.7 below the 3-D vector distribution of the 
YIG static dipolar field in the NiFe film region (100 nm above the YIG surface). We see that 
the z-component is dominant here, as expected since the film lies directly above the YIG in 
the z-direction. The contributions near the poles at the 5mmy    are also clearly stronger 
than at the centre where y=0. These dipolar fields can influence the NiFe layer. However, due 
to the large demagnetizing field in the z-direction for the NiFe film, the relatively weak 
dipolar fields produced by the YIG slab will not be able to significantly affect the z-
component of NiFe magnetisation. Hence, the out-of-plane component of the static dipolar 
field can be neglected. This leaves us only with the in-plane component of the static dipolar 
field which can influence the NiFe magnetisation, whose distribution is shown in Figure 6.8. 
From Figure 6.8, we can again see that the y-component is stronger near the poles, and that 
the dipolar field direction is opposite to the YIG magnetisation. Two main regions can thus 
be identified: Mid region, where the static dipolar fields are weak; and side region, where the 






Figure 6.7 Vector 3-D plot of the static YIG dipolar field on the x-y plane 100 nm above from 
the YIG surface, where the 200 nm thick NiFe film resides. 
 

























Figure 6.8(a) The YIG substrate (x-y plane) being split into three regions labelled „mid‟ and 
„side. (b) The distribution of the y-component of the static YIG dipolar field in the 
corresponding regions in (a). Note that the YIG magnetisation lies in the –y direction, 
opposite to the dipolar field direction shown. 
  
 Next, we attempt to estimate the dynamic components of the YIG dipolar fields 
produced by its own precession from equations (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6). First, note that these 
equations give us the components of the dipolar field produced by the y-component of the 
YIG magnetisation (i.e My). We would like to know the dynamic YIG dipolar fields produced 




done by transforming the coordinate systems of equations (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6). For instance, 
to find the dynamic dipolar fields ' ( ', ', ')x y zh h h h

 produced when M is along x (i.e mx), we 
can simply make use of the above equations with the following coordinate transformations 
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Here,   denotes that the coordinates are interchanged. Similarly, the dynamic dipolar fields 
'' ( '', '', '')x y zh h h h

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With equations (6.7) and (6.8), and with 0x xm M h    and z xm h    in the 
measurement configuration, we plot the distribution of the YIG dynamic dipolar fields in the 
NiFe film region in Figure 6.9. Note that this result is an estimation of the magnitude of the 
dynamic dipolar fields produced, assuming that the precession is uniform, which may not 
reflect that of the MSSW modes. Nonetheless, it is still an adequate estimation of their 
relative strengths and distributions.  
From Figure 6.9(a), we see that the dominant contribution of the YIG dynamic dipolar 
field points in the out-of-plane direction, as expected since the precession of the spin has an 
out-of-plane component that induces magnetic charges on the surface of YIG substrate 
(where NiFe film resides). We plot the calculated magnitude of the z component of the 




clearly that the regions with the strongest field lies towards the sides of our measured regions, 
which is expected since the x component of the spin precession produces magnetic charges on 
the side faces of the YIG substrate. In the central region (centered at x=0), YIGdiph

 has a 
magnitude of around 10 Oe. Since the central region about x=0 is where the bulk of the NiFe 
film resides (regardless of whether being in the side or mid configuration), we should expect 
that the total effective YIGdiph

 experienced by the NiFe film to be closer to 10 Oe. Also, as 
these components of the dynamic YIG dipolar fields can be perpendicular to the NiFe static 






Figure 6.9 (a) Vector 3-D plot of the dynamic YIG dipolar field at 4.4 GHz, produced by the 
xm  and zm  components of the YIG dynamic magnetisation, on the x-y plane 100 nm above 
from the YIG surface, where the 200 nm thick NiFe film resides. (b) Contour plot of the z-
component of the dynamic YIG dipolar field. Red: 120 Oe with contours decreasing in steps 
of 20 Oe. 
 
6.4.2 Static YIG dipolar field 
 
 From the above considerations summarised in Figure 6.8, we see that the distribution 
of the static dipolar field due to the YIG magnetisation over the NiFe film can be roughly 




where the field is strongest. This suggests that the NiFe film experiences differing dipolar 
fields depending on its location on the YIG substrate. Therefore, we patterned our NiFe films 
onto the side and mid regions of the YIG substrate (Figure 6.10(a)) and repeated the above 
voltage measurements for comparison. The influence of static YIG dipolar fields on the NiFe 
layer should manifest in its own FMR spectra, hence we are particularly interested in the 
voltage peaks corresponding to NiFe FMR. 
We show in Figure 6.10(b) the variation of the mode resonance field with microwave 
frequency obtained from a frequency sweep of the voltage spectra, for samples patterned in 
the mid and side configurations. The NiFe curves have been fitted to the following Kittel 
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where   is the gyromagnetic ratio, 4 10 kGsM   is the saturation magnetisation and kH  is 
the effective in-plane uniaxial anisotropy field. Sample 1 consists of 
YIG/SiO2(50nm)/NiFe(200nm), where only dipolar interactions are present between the FM 
layers, whereas for sample 2, the absence of the SiO2 spacer allows exchange coupling 
between the layers as well.  
Consistently, we observe that for both samples measured in the side configuration, the 
plot in Figure 6.10(b) is always shifted upwards by H  as compared to the mid 
configuration. The relatively negligible difference between samples 1 and 2 for the same 
measurement configuration (whether side or mid) indicates that exchange interaction is likely 
insignificant, even in sample 2 where the spacer layer is absent. This can be understood in the 




thickness of 200 nm. This observed trend in Figure 6.10(b) manifests itself in the kH  term in 
equation (6.9), which causes the curve to displace vertically. In fact, a negative value for kH  
is obtained for both mid and side configurations, being around -15 Oe and -100 Oe 
respectively. The only scenarios whereby kH  could be negative are the presence of large 
perpendicular anisotropy, or that the sample is being measured along the hard axis. Our 
MOKE analysis, however, rules out both of these possibilities. (see Appendix) The samples 
are found to have negligible anisotropy, thus the large negative kH  values are largely due to 
the effect of the static YIG dipolar field YIG
staH

 acting opposite in direction to the applied 
field H, resulting in a pseudo negative anisotropy in NiFe layer. The magnitudes of the 




 values presented in Figure 




 manifests itself in the measured kH ) Lastly, as a control, we also present in Figure 
6.10(b)  the data for Si/NiFe (200nm) film where external dipolar fields are absent, showing 
that its curves roughly coincides with YIG samples with NiFe patterned in the mid 








Figure 6.10(a) Contour plot of the y-component of the static YIG dipolar field produced by 
the static y-component of the magnetisation. (b) Variation of resonance field of the modes for 
various samples as a function of microwave frequency. 
 
6.4.3 Dynamic YIG dipolar field 
 
From the discussion earlier, equation (6.3) describes the total contribution to the 
measured voltage spectra that comes from both the microwave field h

 and dynamic dipolar 
field YIGdiph

 excitations. The microwave field h






 generates a non-local SRE dipSREV  near simultaneous YIG and NiFe resonance. 
Figure 6.11 shows the corresponding voltages, whereby 
dip
SREV  due to the dynamic dipolar 






Figure 6.11 Voltage spectra obtained at 4.4 GHz for YIG/SiO2(50nm)/NiFe(200nm) sample 




 on the 
NiFe layer. 
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where k is a common constant. By comparing the measured voltage ratios 
NiFe
SREV  and 
dip
SREV
, and by exploiting the fact 0
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where NiFeRH  and NiFeH  are the FMR field and linewidth of NiFe respectively and 
YIG
RH  is 
the resonance field of the YIG mode. Note that equation (6.11) assumes that YIGdiph

 be 
sufficiently uniform over the local excitation region which may not be correct especially 
when YIG MSSW modes are involved in our case. With 0.1 Oeh 

 obtained from finite 
element simulations of our coaxial probe as discussed in chapter 5, we calculate using 
equation (6.11), based on data extracted from Figure 6.11, that 2.3 0.2 OeYIGdiph  

. This 





In this chapter, we have shown that the static and dynamic dipolar fields produced by 
a YIG substrate can dramatically influence the magnetisation dynamics of an adjacent 
ferromagnetic NiFe layer. This can pose potential pitfalls if not properly considered, 
especially in spin pumping and ISHE measurements since such dipolar fields can also 
produce spurious dc voltages via SRE. In particular, dc voltages due to YIG modes were 
detected within the NiFe layer under microwave excitation in YIG/NiFe systems, which 
persist even in the presence of a 50 nm-thick SiO2 spacer and in 200 nm-thick NiFe films, 




voltages highly unlikely. We attribute the long-range dynamic dipolar field due to YIG spin 
precession, analogous to a microwave field that drives the self-SRE in NiFe, as the source of 
these non-local YIG SRE voltages near the simultaneous resonance of both YIG and NiFe. 
Further, we have demonstrated how this phenomenon can be utilised to allow a NiFe 
film to act as a detector of dipolar fields originating from the bulk, insulating ferromagnetic 
substrate YIG. Through electrical detection of spin resonance via SRE, we isolate the static 
and dynamic components of the YIG dipolar fields and estimate their respective magnitudes. 
Our method provides an effective way to study and characterise such dipolar fields as well as 
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7 Conclusions and future work 
  
 We have presented and discussed in detail two main techniques to characterise the 
magnetic properties of magnetic films in various systems of interest. The two main methods 
are the transmission line perturbation technique via impedance analysis, and the electrical 
detection via SRE and ISHE.  
In chapter 2, the transmission line perturbation technique is used to investigate the 
magnetisation dynamics of NiFe films with and without stripe domains. The electrical 
method is less suitable for this case in part due the skin depth of the microwaves being unable 
to penetrate thicker films with stripe domains. However, a more important point is that 
magnetisation state in films with stripe domains is highly dependent on the external field, and 
thus a measurement in the field domain, as is the primary mode of detection in electrical 
measurements, is much more complicated to analyse than one done in the frequency domain 
where the magnetisation state is fixed during each measurement. This is hence, one limitation 
of the electrical detection of FMR done for such unsaturated films. Regardless, we point out 
that for saturated films in general, it is still possible to achieve electrical detection of FMR in 
the frequency domain, provided that one is able to control and account for the frequency-
dependent fluctuations in the microwave propagation characteristics of the measurement 
fixture involved. (Note that in the perturbation method, this is easily accounted for via VNA 
calibration since it directly measures such propagation characteristics) Therefore, we believe 
that future efforts to circumvent this issue would be worthwhile to pursue, and hence increase 
the flexibility and attractiveness of electrical detection of FMR. 
In the subsequent chapters, we have demonstrated the sensitivity and feasibility of the 




dynamic magnetic and magneto-transport properties of single-layered and obliquely sputtered 
FeAlSi films via SRE. The results indicate a large dependence of the strength of AMR and 
AHE on the oblique deposition angle, which suggests the interesting possibility to tune ISHE 
in heavy metals via oblique deposition as well. Then, we move on to tackle the issue of 
separating ISHE from SRE voltages in NiFe/Pt bilayer films in order to quantify the spin-
conversion efficiency of the Pt layer in a systematic and accurate manner.  
Following, we extend our measurement technique to locally and electrically detect 
spin dynamics via SRE and ISHE in patterned Pt and NiFe films on YIG substrates. We are 
able to clearly detect and quantify various YIG FMR and surface spin wave modes in the 
resulting spectra, measured with a homemade shorted coaxial probe. Our results indicate the 
feasibility for the electrical imaging of spin dynamics using such local probes, whose spatial 
resolution is only limited by the probe dimensions and the distribution of the microwave 
fields produced.  
Lastly, we showed that electrical detection of spin dynamics via SRE can also be used 
to detect and quantify both static and dynamic dipolar fields. The dipolar fields are normally 
extremely hard to detect directly due to its relatively small magnitude and high frequencies. 
Such a separation and quantification would be immensely useful to study various magnetic 
systems whereby the dipolar interactions are dominant, such as those in magnonic crystals 
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I. Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements of YIG 
 
 In this section, we present the MOKE measurements of our YIG/SiO2/NiFe samples 
to obtain the magnetisation curves of the NiFe film. Note that due to the much smaller NiFe 
film volume as compared to the YIG substrate, it is not possible to obtain this from usual 
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements due to large signal contribution from 
the YIG layer that overshadows that of the NiFe film. On the other hand, the MOKE setup 
(Figure A1) using a red laser (wavelength ~600nm) would be ideal for this case due to the 
limited skin depth of the laser beam into the conducting NiFe layer. At resonance, the skin 
depth of NiFe is of the order tens of nm and thus, the laser beam typically does not penetrate 
into and measure the YIG layer.  
 
Figure A1 Schematic diagram of the MOKE measurement setup. 
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 The MOKE signal intensity is related
1
 to the magnitude of the various magnetisation 
components. In our measurement setup, the in-plane in planeM   and out-of-plane out of planeM    
components of the NiFe magnetisation as the magnetic field is applied at 45° out-of-plane 
from the normal can be calculated as 
 (A1)
,
in plane forward reverse








where forwardI  and reverseI  are the MOKE intensities in the forward and reverse geometries 
(Figure A2) respectively. For sample 1, the corresponding extracted magnetisation 
components of the NiFe layer are shown in Figure A3. From the results, it is clear that both 
in planeM   and out of planeM    have zero remanence. Furthermore, out of planeM    is almost linear 
with applied field, which strongly suggest that the NiFe possesses neither perpendicular nor 
in-plane anisotropy, as the film appears to split into multiple domains at zero field to give a 
zero net magnetisation.  
 






Figure A3 The total magnetisation (in arb. units) against the magnetic field (in mT) applied at 
45° incidence out-of-plane from the normal, showing the extracted in-plane in planeM   and 
perpendicular out-of-plane out of planeM    components.  
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